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Approved by: /
Norman J. Blumberg, Chief / Date
Performance Programs Section
Operations Branch, Division of Reactor Safety

Areas insoccted: This inspection was performed to determine the ability of surveillance tests
to demonstrate the design safety functions of the Safety Injection System, the Supplementary
Leak Collection and Release System, and the Auxiliary Feedwater System. Surveillance test

L - proculures were compared to design basis safety function requirements delineated in Design
Basis'Docuraents, the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, and the Technical
Specifications. Periodic surveillance testing performed on these systems is one measure of
their ability to perform satisfactorily, and to provide protection to public health and safety
during abnormal plant conditions or events.
inspection Results: The current surveillance testing performed on the Safety injection (SI)
and Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) systems adequately demonstrated that the systems' design
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basis safety functions would be fulfilled under accident conditions and was in conformance
with Technical S;weification requirements. Overall, the licensee's surveillance test program i

speci0ed a range of tests which demonstrated the required operability and the ability of these 1

systems to function in a manner which affords protection to public health and safety.
Denciencies existed in the adequacy and timeliness of corrective actions for deficiencies
identi0ed by the licensee in the documented design basis of the Supplementary Lea'.
Collection and Release (SLCR) system which hampered proper surveillance testing to
demonstrate that all of the SLCR's safety functions could be ful0lled. These funchons
require adequate air flow to prevent overheating of safety related cl.arging pumps during

'

accident conditions. These de0ciencies resulted in a violation of NRC requirements for
adequate and timely corrective actions.

Other concerns were identined which relate to HHS! charging pump p.rformance cerves
used in surveillance tests which could not be traced directly to certined pump curves. Also,
data used to establish Turbine Driven AFW pump performance curves was not consistent
with data obtained during testing because of the differences in the instrumentation used in
each case. These concerns were presented to the station management for resolution.

;

The reconstituted design bases documents and the Safety System Functional Evaluations
- developed for the SLCR and AFW systems were positive initiatives which clearly set forth
the principal design requirements applicable to these safety systems. The Design liasis
Documents were found to be useful references for the source engineering materials which
comprise the design bases of these systems.
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EXECUTIVli SUA1M ARY

This inspection was an in depth engineering review of the existing surveillance tests
performed on selected safety systems. The ability of these safety systems to meet
challenging plant conditions is demonstrated to a large extent by periodic surveillance tests.
The inspectors assessed the extent to which design basis functienal testing was reRected in
the licensee's test program, and to which the existing surveillance test procedures
demonstrated the ability of safety systems to meet their critical safety functions under design
basis conditions. Three inspectors performed this inspection at the Ileaver Valley Power
Stadon, in Shippingport, Pennsylvania, from January 27 through February 7,1992.

The systems reviewed included the Safety injection (SI) System, the Supplementary Leak
Collection and Re! case (SLCR) System, and the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System. Iloth
the Technical Specification (TS) required surveillances and the non Technical Specification
teding for these systems and components were examined to denne the overall scope of
periodic tests and to compare toe acce9tance criteria and test results with the specifications
contained in design related documents such as * Design llasis Documents" (DilDs), the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), and Equipment SpeciGentions developed by
manufacturers. These documents werc examined for an item-by-item comparison of the
current requirements in eacn of the critical ftactional areas. The matrix charts contained in
Attachments A, B, and C were developed for this prpose.

The inspection centered upon t'.e major thermal-hydraulic, me:hanical, and electrical
parameters such as Guid now, pump head and differential pressure, net positive suction head,
and MOV stroke times which characterize the perfo'mance of sysicmo and their major
components. The surveillance testing of system actuatie.6 circuits was not reviewed, and the
inspectors did not cover the systems' tetal (i.e., safety and normal) functional design bases.
Also, the overall adequacy of the surveillance requircraents cor.tained in the Technical
Specifications was not determined. Tne inspectors resiewed test program areas which
required confirmation of design basis funedons. A detailed review of test procedures was
performed which included procedures designed to test and calibrate the installed
instrumentatien used to obtain of6cial test data. Where possible, the reconstituted design
bases and the safety system functional evaluations for the AFW and the SCLR System were
used as foundation documenta for design safety tunctions. The UFSAR and other design
related documents were also used as a basis for design specifications and they were examined
for consistency with tea program requirements.

Overall, the inspectors found that the periodic surveillance tests currently performed on these
systems met the required testing specined by the Technical Specifications. Deficiencies not
in accordance with NRC requirements existed in the adequacy and timeliness of corre<;tive
actions for deficiencies in the documented design basis of the SLCR system which prevented
proper surveillance testing to demonstrate that all of the SLCR's safety functions could be
fulfilled. These functions provide adequate air How to prevent over heating of safety related
charging pumps during accident conditions.

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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Additional concerns were identined which related to the HHS! charging pump tu formance
curves used for surveillance tests which could not be directly traced to certified test curves.
Also, Turbine Driven AFW pump performance curves were not consistent with the
performance data obtained during surveillance te..:ng because the instrumentation used to
establish baseline performance curves was different from that used during testing. In both
cases, actus pump performance was above the minimum operating characteristics required

,

- for their safety functions.

Surveillance testing often extended to cover functional parameters which were not explicitly
denned or required to determine system operability as denned by the TS. The test program
prescribed sufficient system testing to ensure that critical parameters which support the

,

overall safety functions were adequately :lemonstrated. With the exception of test and design !
control issues in the SLCR System, inspectors were able to extrapolate test results to the

- - - - design basis conditions with confidence and with adequate engineering justification where
.

necessary.

;
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1.0 INTitODUCTION !

1.1 l'ersons Contacted
.

i
See Attachment D !

;

I

1.2 Ilackground ?

Although required Technical Specification (TS)' surveillance tests are performed on safety |
systems in nuclear power plants, the systems are not routinely tes:ed to an extent that i

demonstrates their capability to satisfy design basis safety function requirements. In these !
cases, the surveillance tests do not measure full system pe formance capabilities although
they may achieve the specific TS acceptance criteria required for operability. Sometimes the
tests may be inadequate, although they may appear to achieve the desired resulte.. At other
times, the TS may not require tests which fully demonstrate the system's overall functional
ability to respond to severe transient or accident cor.ditions. In addition, licensees often do
not upgrade TS tests to meet changing conditions. There have been some examples of

'
" inadequate systems and tests in recent years among Pegion I plants. Some were evident

from reviews of safety system performance during signincant plant transients (e.g.,
degradation of service water flow following a loss of offsite power). Other concerns have
resulted from comparisons of surveillance tests with design basis requirements, e.g., during
Safety System Functional Inspections.

Inherent limitations exist because integrated system testing often cannot be performed when
the plant is at normal operating temperature and pressure. Therefore, test results must often
be extrapolated to accident or transient conditions. Also, many tests are not performed as
integrated system tests with the various system configurations or alignments they would
automatically assume in response to an abnormal event. Systems which have degraded from
the . original design condition can mask certain functional parameters if testing is not broad
or tnorough enough to measure system performance adequately or to derive a justifiable
conclusion on a system's capabilities to . meet design conditions. This inspection examined
four safety systems in depth in order to determine that safety functions were adequately
demonstrated by testing.

.
1.3 Organization of This Report

This report is divided into two major sections. First, the text portion provides an overview
of the licensee's engineering and test programs related to the systems reviewed and briefly
describes the system design safety functions. The report contains the inspectors' evaluations
of the extent to which the safety functions were reflected in the test program documents and

| tue adequacy of specific surveillance test procederes.

' Attachment F provides a table of acronyms and abbreviations used in this report.

|
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The second part, the matrix charts in Attachments A, B, and C provide more detailed system
descriptions with engineering design specifications and technical information related to their
safety functions and their principle active components. The charts can be used for a one by-
one comparison of the specific content of design level documents with the Technical
Specification and test procedure requirements and parameters relating to each safety function.
Each matrix permits a detailed review of how the denned safety functions are translated into
operational requirements and surveillance test acceptance criteria. The charts vary somewhat
in the way they represent safety functions; however, each system is represented in a manner
suitable to the description of its design basis and the test procedures applicable to it. Brief
results of recent system testing are also provided in the matrix charts,

1.4 Inspection Scope

This inspection reviewed the critical functional parameters of active mechanical and electrical
system components (motors, pumps, vahes, fans, instruments, etc.) of three engineered
safety feature systems at Beaver Valley Unit 1 (BV-1). The Safety injection System, the
Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System, and the Auxiliary Feedwater System
were reviewed to compare their design basis safety requirements to acceptance criteria and
actual test data in both TS and non TS surveillance tests. Parameters were reviewed such as
pump flow, differential pressure, and net positive suction head which are associated directly
with safety functions denned in the design basis for the system. Other parameters such as

- pump run times, valve stroke times, and motor horse power were also examined because
they directly affect a system's er component's ability to meet thermal hydraulic, mechanical,
or electrical design requirements. System actuation circuitry and MOVATS testing of
motorized valve actuators were not included in the scope of this inspection. Valve stroke
times and flow rates normally che:ked during ASME Code Secuon XI periodic tests were
included.

,

Many design functions are not ameriable to periodic surveillance testing during normal plai.t
operations. Therefore, the test data for active components aken under speciGed fest
conditions often have to be extrapolated to conclude that the systems and their components ;

would perform as designed under accident conditions. Many surveillance test acceptance
criteria were specined which closely match the normal function of the system, For example, !

'

some safety system pumps, which fall'under the ASME Code Section XI requirements, were
tested at " normal" system ccnditions. The test data were then related to a pump performance,

curve which required an extrapolation to accident conditions. This melnod of data analysis is
a generally accepted iretry practice. Likewise, some leak testing was performed below
-normal operating pressure, but the data were properly corrected in accordance with ASME

--

Section XI methods to obtain accurate leakage information for higher pressures.'

The entire functional design bases for these systems are not represented in the attached
matrix charts. However, the critical safety functions are represented as they existed in
source documents available during the inspection. The existing design basis documents
(DBDs), Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), manufacturers equipment

,
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|
specifi:ations, etc., were used as valid engineering bases for the safety functions of these i
systems. l

|
1.5 BW1 Surveillance Test Program

Technical Services Department Administrative Procedure TSAP-1.5.3, " Administrative
Guidelines for Performing Tests" specined the existing test program requirements and |

denned the manahement controls and individual responsibilities applicable to the performance |

of Beaver Valley Test (BVT) procedures. The Operations Departments also performed i

surveillance testing through Operations Surveillsnee Tests (OSTs) ana maintained overall
responsibility for the performance of plant tests at BV-1. Both departments had
responsibilities which included writing test procedures, participating in the performance of
tests, and conducting engineenng reviews of recorded test data. The Technical Services
Department was primarily involved in the resolution of test discrepancies to ensure that -

safety system functional criteria were rnet. The Operations group was also responsible for
ensuring that surveillance tests satisfied the Technical Specification operability requiremer.ts
for plant systems. The Technical Services Department initiated a system engineer program
which will eventually assume responsibilities with a system focus. System engineers had
been assigned to the SLCR System and the AFW System.

Some system and component tests (primarily BVTs) v,cre performed as necessmy on a
specialized and nonperiodic basis. These special tests were developed and written by the
Technical Services Department groups who had needs for specialized data on system or
component performance under sp(cified conditions. There tests were often performed, in
part, to obtain detailed data related to the performance of components under simulated
abnormal or accident conditions. Ir some cases, these tests were to demonstrate the
operability of a component under design conditions.'

2.0 SAFETY INJECTION (M) SYSTEM

2.1 System Purpose

This inspection reviewed the subsystems of the S1 System which provide the active high head
safety injection (HHSI) and the low head safety injection (LHSI) functions, as accomplished

| by the HHSI pumps and the LHSI pumps and accumulators, respectively. A system
'

description is provided in Attachment A.

'

2.2 SI System Design Basis aad Safety Function

u As an engineered safety feature (ESF), the Li System was designed to protect against and
| mitigate the consequerces of design basis accidents (e.g., a loss of coolant accident
! coincident with a loss of offsite power) by providing emergency cooling water to the reactor

veszl during blowdown following a pipe rupture before the RCS is fully depressurized and
the core is uncovered. Following a small pipe rupture, the SI System controls the reduction

|

.
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in reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure and temperature. The SI System assures that the
core will remain intact and in place with its essential heat transfer geometry preserved.

By design, the SI System is capable of supplying the required borated water volume and flow
rate, and the necessary reactivity shutdown margin in the event of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA), a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), or a main steam line break (MSLB). For
a LOCA, the SI System maintains the core flooded or rapidly refloods the reactor vessel if
the core is uncovered. To achieve a high flow rate, the accumulators and two LHSI pumps
provide immediate injection flow to the RCS during a large break LOCA. For small break j
LOCAs, Si now is delivered by two HHSI pumps and the LHS1 accumulators if RCS |
pressure drops below 661 psig. Flooding the core limits a temperature increase due to decay |
heat and maintains core integrity. |

'
Following a SGTR, at least two HHS1 pumps deliver water to refill the pressurizer. The
HHS! and LHSI pumps maintain RCS inventory and provide suf0cient shutdown margin to
the reactor. Following a MSLB, the SI System will arrest an excursion in reactor power and
a rapid introduction of negative reactivity from the boron injection tank (BIT) will prevent I

the reactor from returning to pc .ar. i

The inspector categorized the critical safety functions of the SI System in several functional
areas which are detailed in the matrix charts in Attachment A.' These functions were those
which provide the immediate accident mitigating capabilities of the SI System, and those
which protect the integrity of the SI System. The major functions are:

1. Availabliity cf S1 System flow paths to the RCS
2. Adequate SI pump and accumulator flow rates
3._ Adequate NPSH to the HHS! and LHSI pumps i

4 . Operational readinet.s of system MOVs |

5. Full flow capability of system check valves
6. Leak tigntness of SI System /RCS high pressure boundary check valves
7. SI System overpressure protection

!

2.3 UFSAR and TS Contents
|

The licensee had not developed a Design Basis Document (DDD) fer the Unit 1 Safety -
Injection System. Although one wns completed for Unit 2, its contents did not apply directly
to Unit 1. The licensee stated that a DBD would be written after sufficient engineering 1

-information relating to the Unit 1 SI System was compiled; however, this was not planned - |
| for the near future. Equipment specifications provided by the original NSSS vendor

(Westinghouse) prov.ided many detailed descriptions of original design specifications related
to the SI System and the critical functional requirements that the system was designed to '

meet. However, other engineering resources were needed to obtain the current design basis )
in order to include the effects of modifications which may have altered the original system

|-

~|
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design. The inspector also used many component manufacturers' specifications as source
domments for defining the current design bases for the Si system. |

The Updated Facility Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) sections describing the St System
contained references to 10 CFR 50 General Design Criteria (GDC) applicable to the system.
Explicit statements in the UFSAR describeJ capabilities designed into the SI System to 1

demonstrate the GDC requirements that design basis functions be testable.

'

The Technical Specifications (TS) for IIV-1 were standardized in format and customized in
content. The surveillance requirements contained in them emphasized specific system and i

companent operability requirements. The sections which addressed the Emergency Core
Cooling System defined certain primary plant conditions which must not be exceeded unless
the major SI System components are operable (e.g., RWST water level, lilt boron
concentration, MOV power deenergized, etc.) whenever RCS temperature was at a specified
level. The TS surveillance requirements also specified plant conditions which could not be
exceeded until system testing was performed to demonstrate o erability. The TS liases
section clearly indicated that the surveillance requirements ensure that overall system
functional capability is maintained comparable to the original design standards. Some
specific tests with acceptance criteria were described ir he TS, such as speelGc check valves

[ which must meet specific leak rates, and various pump 110ws and discharge pressures. In
most cases, detailed acceptance criteria, or the specific components required to be tested for
system operability, were well detailed in the TS, The determination of which components
were applicable and the precise test acceptance criteria for operability were often speci6ed in
the TS. The Bases Sections in the TS often made explicit reference to tne design basis

i

functional requirements of the SI System. Certain tests which were specified (e.g., RCS

'

boundary check valve leak tests) were clearly prescribed to ecnfirm the adequacy of design
3

requirements. Ilowever, there was no explicit reference to design basis functional
requirements in the TS.

2.4 SI System Surveillance Testing '

The existing surveillance testing of the injection function of the Si System was providerl by a
' series of test procedures designed primarily to satisfy the system and component operability
requirernents prescribed by the TS for normal plant operations. Most of the SI System active
components (pumps, MOVs, check valves, etc.) were subjected to the periodic testing
requirements prescribed by ASME Section XI (IWP-3000 and IWV-3000,1983 version). .

| The safety functions defined in paragraph 2.2 above are not necessarily identical to the -
system functions described in the UFSAR, or the TS; however, they provide a convenient
way to group the functions of the major active components and to describe the surveillance
tests which verify that these functions can be achieved.

This inspection reviewed the larger system parameters which, when tested, confirmed the SI
System capability to tacet its design safety functions. To assure continued reliability, the SI

_

System was designed to be tested during plant operations; and, consequently, features were

_ ___ _ _ _ ._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _______ _ ____ _
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provided in the design to make this possible. For example, leakoff drain lines are
permanently installed upstream of SI System /RCS high pressure boundary valves to permit,

leak testing, and test flow lines were installtd to permit pump testing without injecting water
to the RCS during normal plant operation. Certain tests, could not be perforined during
plant operations since plant conditions would not be appropriate or because too much of the
SI System would have to be made inoperabic when it is required to be available. I or
example, the test performed to demonstrate full SI System flow to the reactor vessel requires
the plant to be shutdown with the RCS depressurized. The inspector considered that the,

'

system surveillance tests were performed r . der appropriate plant conditions to demonstrate
the required safety functions.

The SI System is normally configured so that a minimum number of component actions are
required to accomplish injection Gow to the RC3. For the DIT flow path (preferred), MOVs
must reposition to align the BIT with the primary llHSI flow path. For the non-HIT Dow

' path, realigning the HHSI pump discharge header is required. in the accumulator flow path,
check valve operation is the only action required. Hcwever, since the system can be
temporarily out of its normal con 0guration for automatic injection, all MOVs must also be
teved to verify that the proper Dow paths can be made available to meet the minimum
injection flow delivery times assumed in the plant's safety analysis. Consequently, all MOVs
in the SI System injection flow paths are stroke tested periodically to verify that they meet
their maximum cycle times definca by the IST program, in addition, all Si valve positions
are veni0ed weekly by plant operators.

Manual valves in the injection header branch lines were set to positions required te obtain
HHSI pump Dows and discharge head data over the entire range of the pump performance
curves. This also provided a convenient means to assure correct flow balancing in the
injection header.

Confirmation of the availability of the injection Dow paths also requirca testing of system
check valves to demonstrate their full stroke or full Cow capability. The licensee performed
surveillance tests for full stroking of all SI System (ASME Section XI, Category A) check
valves required to pass the minimum now during safety injection. Tnis testing adequately -

demonstrated that these valves could meet their minimum design flow requirements.

The HHSI and LHSI pump flows were also tested on a monthly basis in accordance with se
IST program. Performance parameters stipulated by ASME, Section XI, such as suction '

pressure, discharge head, and pump d/p were clearly leved by surveillance procedures.
Pump flow tests included data for the adequacy of recirculation minimum flow required to '

ensure that the pumps could operate for a specified minimum time withcut overheating. The
test data obtained were compared to pump performance characteristic curves. The inspector

,

was concerned that the HHSI pump performance curves used in OST 1.11.14, " Safety
Injection Systein Full Flow Test" could not be traced to the actual cerdned curves contained

-in the Vendor's Tecnnical Manual (VTM). The VTM contained enly one certi0ed curve for
the installed pumps. One VTM culve represented an old pump not currently installed. NIID

!

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ - . _ , _ _ . - _ _ _ _ . - , . _ ~ , _ _
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personnel stated that the unique serial numbers were unknown for two of the 1111S1 pump
rotating assemblies replaced several outages ago. This prevented them from obtaining the
vendor's certified test curves and hen:c, they were not available in the VTM. One serial
number was obtained during the last refueling, but neither its curve or the unknown pump
curve was entered into the test procedure. The referette curves contained in the test
procedure were computer generated and represented the "best At" to several data points
obtained from test nms for three different pumps operating in a limited test now region. )
NED was currently regenerating new baseline pump cur es for all three pumps from actual :

performance data over a broad range of Dows.

In response to NRC Generic letter 89 04, " Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice
Test Programs," the licensee performed recent HilSI pump testing to obtain How data under
simulated accident conditions. The inspector considered that the results did not indicate the
pump would meet the ASME limits for pump differential pressure in this region based on

,

projections of the computer generated baseline performance curves. These curves did not -

extend into the high flow region expected during accident conditions. Howeven the test >

procedure did contain Minimum Operating Point (MOP) curves which extended over the full
range of pump flow. The MOP curves were produced from a Westinghouse safety analysis
and confirmed that actual pump flow data was above the minimum performance requirements
for adequate safety injection flow.

The licensee acknowledged that the reference curves contained in test procedures should be
traceable to certified baseline pump performance and also con 0rmed that future test
procedures will contain new baseline performance data which extends into the high now
regions. To further ensure adeqw a pump performance under accident conditions, the MOP
curve generated by the recent safety analysis will be used to establish minimum pump Dows
even if the MOP limit is above the ASME limit. Current surveillance procedures for Si
pump performance contain acceptance criteria which stipulate that both the ASME and the
MOP limits must be satisfied in orcer for the pumps to he declared operable. - These
requirements will assure that tests will demonstrate adequate safety performance when testing
is conducted in the high flow regions.

Accumulator discharge flow rates were tested each refueling outage. The renilling flows
'

were used to determine that the total volume of water delivered would meet the minimum
volume and delivery time assumed in the plant's safety analysis. This test also accomplished
the full stroke / flow of the accumulator discharge check valves and operated the accumulator
isolation MOVs to test their stroke times.-

Various LHSI System /RCS high pressure boundary valves provide protection to the S1
System by preventing backleakage from the RCS which operates at several hundred potinds
above LHSI System design pressure. These boundary valves were tested by detailed -

surveillance procedures which recorded leakage rates to verify that the valves met tha.r
design leakage maximums and to verify that total RCS leakage did not exceed the m.ximum

| permitted by the TS. Leak test procedures performed at pressures below normal ;ontained

.-ay-- - - - -- --+gy,,.,_3 .a ,,._.% _ ,,,g.- , , . ,--.,.-.,,.,., y ..,.*,w - ,, -w 9,ow, 99..w.pmi. - .m g y ,'
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detailed calculations, based on ASMB Section XI methods, to correct leakage data at test
pressures to equivalent values for normal operating pressure.

Overpressure protection in the LHSI System was provided by three relief valves installed at
]

various locations which ensure that all LilSI System piping is protected. The 1111S1 and
,

charging systems are protectxt from overpressure through installed relief valvest however, j

the lillSI pump discharge piping is designed for RCS system pressure. I oth the IllT and the )
non BIT injection paths relieve directly to the RCS. The }{l151 charging header also contains
a relief valve outside the normal injection path. All relief valves were subjected to IST
prograrn requirements for periodic setpoint testing and 'tdjustment to system design pressures.
All relief valves were maintained on a testing schedule which ensured that their setpoints
were tested and adjusted at least once every 3 '; ears (a maximum 5 year frequency is allowed
by Section XI).

The inspec"or considered the existing procedure requirements and acceptance criteria together
were well specified. They J onstrated that design basis functional requirements were being
tested. Test acceptance crits did not lack specificity and alweys provided the acceptable
range of tolerances for test data. Some procedures required test personnel to record various
data (e.g., lube oil level) without any specific & tion for what was acceptable. Ilowever, the .

data were later reviewed for acceptability by the Technical Services Department and were
used as trending information for predicting component degradation. With these minor
exceptions, there appeared to be ample specificity in test acceptance criteria used for
determining component and system performance. Test proce<iurcs *quately tested the
design basis functions specificd for the SI System.i

1.5 Calibratlun of SI System Instnimentation

The temperatures and volumes of water contained in the large SI System vessels (ItWST,
BIT, and accumulators) are specified by TS operability requirements and typically verified by
surveillar.cc procedures. During normal plant operations, water temperature and volumes are
verified on a frequent basis (each eift) by observing the installed instrumentation. In

.

:

addition, minimum water volumes are also assured through active system alarms. The
instrumentation used to monitor and test these system parameters is required to be accurate
and within the required time limit for valid calibration. The inspector reviewed the

,

' calibratior, procedures for level, pressure, and temperature instruments on the large vessels to
verify that the calibrations were appiopriate to the parame:er monitored. The current status

p -of these calibrations was also reviewed and al! wem found to be within their valid time
period,

'

The inspector reviewed the status of calibrations in all of the SI System instruments recordedi

! in test procedures. All instruments used were documented to have current calibrations. The
M&TE used for the collection of acceptance test data was also verified to be within current
calibration for the completed test procedures reviewed.

;

i
. . - - ... . - , . . . , - . . , _ . . . . - . . . . _. - . . . - . - , .-
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2.6 Conclusions
.

Sun'cillance testing of the SI System at 11V-1 was well specified. The testing demonstrated
the ability to ful611 the system design basis safety functions. The overall content of test
results were suf0ciently detailed and the test results veri 6ed that design safety functions were
adequately tested. The application of non specific computerized pump curves did not appear
to be appropriate. However, the licensee stated that when HHSI pump performance testing
is extended into the higher now regions and specific pump performance data are developed
for test acceptance criteria, unique ctures will be used for each pump. Although the current
TS operability requirements apply the ASME criteria for pump performance, the pumps tests
assured that these pumps always meet the minimum flows rte,uired by the safety analysis.

3.0 SUPPLDIENTARY LEAK COLLECTION AND RELF ASE SYSTD1 (St.CRS)
|

3.1 System Purpose

The SLCRS is a ventilation exhatat system which maintains a negative pressure in the
Primary Auxiliary Building during accident conditions to collect leakage of airborne
radioactive contamination and discharges potentially contaminated air through charcoal
Slters. In addition, the volume of air moved is sufDelent to cool safeguards equipment in the
event of a loss of offsite power coincident with a design basis LOCA.

3.2 Design Safety Functions and Content of Design Basis Documentation

The Supplementary Leak Collection and Release (SLCR) System is a large ventilation system
designed to provide post-accident ventilation for cooling and filtration of air contained in
equipment spaces imn.ediately adjacent to the containment building._ The system also
provides a filtration path for containment air during refueling operations. The design
functions stated in the UFSAR, Technical Specifications, and Design Basis Document are as
follows:

,

In order to prevent the release of contaminated air, the system must maintain 0.125"
water gauge (W.G.) negative pressure in most areas contiguous to the containment,
i.e., the fuel building, and the waste gas storage area. This function is also provided
to the containment building during refueling. Potentially contaminated air in these
areas is drawn into the SLCR system and is 61tered through impregnated charcoal
beds for the removal of radioactive iodine. The 61tered air is then released through a
monitored release path to the atmosphere at the SI.CRS vent.

The system provides redundant filter banks and exhaust fans with emergency power available
to the fans if needed. In order to assure that the system can meet its design functions, the

; equipment and system were designed to be capable of withstanding a design basis earthquake
without a loss of function.

|

__ _ _. _ . - - ._ _ _ . _ -- _ --_.
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in response to a containment isolation signal phase A or an actuating signal from one of
several radiation monitors, the system will realign the flowpath through charcoal filters. In L

response to an auxiliary building 111111 radiation signal, the system will align the auxiliary
'

building shielded areas exhaust to the SLCRS, as well as align the SLCRS through its
charcoal filters. The system shuts the containment purge and exhaust iso!ation valves in
response to containment or fuel handling building lii lii radiation signals and dampers will
open to allow outside air to be drawn into the areas served by SLCRS in response to high
room temperatures.

Various design calculations were done to demonstrate an additional safety function which was
to provide an adequate volume of airnow for equipment cooling during a design basis loss of
coolant accident coincident with a loss of offsite power. '

The following safety functions were evaluated by the inspector and are detailed in
Attachment B:

1. Post-accident liEPA filter bank operation
2. Actuation of motor operated dampers
3. Operation of SLCRS containment isolation valves
4. Air flow requirements of the SLCRS fans
5. SLCRS flow balancing requirements
6. Normal isolation of filter bed deluge system valves

3.3 Survellinnce Testing

The testing needed to assure system functionality included both Technical Specification (TS)
and non-TS required surveillances of safety functions. SLCRS associated testing is detailed
in Attachment B and is summarized below.

Technical Specification Testing:

The BV-1 TS specified testing to verify the operability of the charcoal filter banks.
Operability.was defined in terms of detailed functional requirements which closely paralleled
the design bases. These functions were explicitly written as system parameters which
demonstrated the following functions:

the ability of the fans to draw the required flow volume through the filters, and the--

actuation of the system in response to a containment isolation phase A signal (TS
4.7.8.1).

the ability of the system to maintain negative pressure in the spent fuel storage area-

and to swap to the charcoal filters in response to a fuel area radiation monitor signal
(TS 4.9.13).

. - - .. .__ . . - _ .. - __ - - - .
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proper actuation of the system in respon'.e to certain radiation monitors (TS 4.3.3.1).-

proper stroke times for contaimnent purge supply and exhaust valves (TS 4.6.3.1).-

The test procedures used to accomplish these TS requirements are also described in
Attachment B. The last performance copy of each of these procedures waa reviewed by the
inspector. The acceptance criteria were in accordance with the appropriate Technical
Specification. The most recent testing performed was also reviewed and the inspector
determined that t.cceptance criteria were satisfactorily met.

Non-Technical Spceification Testing:

Other safety functions were not addressed in TS but were specined in non-TS surveillance
tests. These included the following:

Actuation of the system in response to certain non-T.S. radiation monitors.-

Actuation of charging pump cubicle dampers in response to a containment isolation-

phase B signal.

Actuntion of pump cubicle and outside air inlet dampers in response to area high-

temperatures.

Balancing of system flows to maintain negative pressure for leak collection and-

sufficient volumes of flow for post-accident safety equipmes.t cooling.

The procedures used to accomplish these tests are briefly described in Attachment B. The
last performance copy of these procedures was reviewed by the inspector to ensure that the
acceptance criteria were met. For actuation testing, the procedures and acceptance criteria,

adequately tested the specified functions and the most recent results were satisfactory.
.

The inspector identined concerns in SLCR system flow balancing criteria used by the
licensee. The original system design calculations generated certain minimum flows requ! red '

for safety equipment room cooling, and the system was initially balanced for these flows, in
1980, a major design enange was performed on the system which required rebalancing flows

|- to prevent exceeding filter bank capacity. The new Dows for safety-related equipment areas !

were approximately 2/3 of the original design flows. It appeared that no calculations were
,.

done at this time to verify the adequacy of the new flows to satisfy the post-accident

|. equipment coo _ ling function with loss of offsite power. The licensee began to realize this as a
result of previous NRC questions (Inspection Report 50-334/89-04) and during the licensee's
development of the design basis document.

Over approximately the past two years, the licensee has done calenlations to verify the
adequacy of existing or obtainable ventilation now for various areas as they have becotae

1
1
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aware of the problem. These calculations showed that the current Dow balance numbers
were adequate, but there was little or no cooling margin demonstrated under extreme !

conditions. At the time of this inspection, the Nuclear Engineering Department was-

performing new det "ed calculations to determine How balance minimum requirements. The
final review of these calculations must verify that the analytical assumptions are justified ' id
that the system lineup assumed in the calculation matched the actual system lineup used ior
testing.

The inspector reviewed the last recorded performance of the current Dow balancing
procedures. The acceptance criteria in these procedures have been verified adequate by the
various calculations described above. Flow from one area was approximately 2% low;

'

; however, the other results were satisfactory.

SLCRs flow in the charging pump cubicles is not presently included in a periodic.

surveillance test. A Temporary Operating Procedure (TOP) was performed to investigate
charging cubicle flows in response to the ventilation calculations performed. This test
revealed a failed damper which prevented adequate charging pump cubicle ventilation Dow.
Corrective action for this event consisted of new calculations and the development of a new
periodic How balancing procedure, and repair of the failed damper.

The existing flow balancing design basis information appeared to be piecemeal in nature.
The current periodic flow balance surveillance testing omits the charging pump cubicles,'

liowever, this situation is beint, corrected by the licensee, and the system has been
adequately balanced in the interim by the TOP mentioned above.

3.4 Charging Pmnp Cubicles Ventilation / improper Mode Change

The inspector reviewed Engineering Calculation 13387.13-B-78 (12/23/83) which predicted
t' at the charging pump cubicles would reach 170*F with ventilation exhaust through the
SLCRS at 2000 cfm. This was the flowrate to which the system was balanced alter the 1980
design change (DCP 210/202) described in section 3.3. The calculation assumed that
temporary ventilation would be provided to assure that the 120*F environmental qualification
temperature v.as not exceeded. The facility provided the inspector a copy of Incident Report -

191-74 which described the following sequence of events:

The licensee reviewed the "B-78" calculation in October 1990 and realized that the-

procedaral actions assumed in the calculations were not in effect and adequate cooling
could not be assured.

- In October 1991, the licensee realized that the charging pump ventilation issue still
had not been resolved and was a potential unit startup issue.,

- On 11/20/91, the licensee determined that required ventilation liows were 200() cfm
for the A&C pumps,2200 cfm for the B pump.

__ . _ , , _ . . - _. _ ._ _
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On 11/24/91, ventilation flow measurements were made to determine actual and-

obtainable charF ng pump cubicle flowrates. The stated criteria were not met for 2 ofi

the 3 pumps. There was then an apparent miscommunicatior, between Nuclear
Enginecting, the testing crew, and the Unit 1 Operations Manaber concerning pump
operability.

On 11/25/91, the plant escalated the operating mode from Mrxle 4 to Mode 3 with-

only one charging pump operable. The other two pumps were inoperable due to the
inadequate SLCRS Cow which is a required support function. This was not in
accordance with the requirernents of Technical Specification 3.5.2 Limiting
Conditions for Operation.

On 11/27/91, the licensee declared 2 of the 3 charging pumps inoperable and halted-

further mode escalation. The 'ow How was determined to be due to a failed damper
which was subsequently repaires.

Additional corrective actior !mplemented included evalu. : ion of existing SLCRS flows-

for adequacy and new calculations of minimum flows. ' he most recent calculatien
resulted in 2800/2900 cfm as the minimum required charging pump cubicle flows.
However, no corrective action for the communication /cyaluation problem was
identified. The licensee submitted LER 91-032-00 on 12/3/91 to report the inoperable
charging pumps and the improper mode change.

Review of these events leads to a conclusion that the licensee did not conform to the
| requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion 16 " Corrective Action," which states, in

part that " measures shall be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are
| promptly identified and corrected." For a 13 month period, the licensee did not take
! adequate corrective action for inadequate ventilation and the potential inoperability of the

charging pumps. No special or periodic testing was performed which could have identined a
failed damper. Charging pump cubicle ventilation flow wrs last determined in January 1985.
At that time, the as-found flow condition was also inadequate, although it was due to at

l different cause than the more recent event. Further, data taken on 11/24/91 demonstrated
that 2 of 3 charging pumps did not have adequate ventilation Dow, but an adequate
evaluation of this data was not performed prior to an escalation from Mode 4 to Mode 3.
Charging pumps are required to be operable in Mode 3; this operability includes adequate
ventilation in accident clicumstances.

An opportunity for an earlier discovery of this problem was prosided when combined NRC,

|
Inspection Reports 50-334 & 442/89-04 (March 1989) and 50-334&442/89-: F :tober 1989)
qwtioned the adequacy of SLCRS ventilation in the safeguards areas. The rm,aity
performed calculations to verify SLCRS adequacy in the specific area identined as a concern
in these reports. However, the flowrates used as input data for part of these calculations
were the original design values, and not the post DCP 201/202 values used as test neceptance

| |

|
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criteria. A corrected calculatiot was performed during this inspection and was considered to
be acceptable by tiie inspector.

This event was safety significant in that the delay in adequate corrective action for the design
deficiency found in October 1990 and the improper evaluation and communication of the
11/24/91 test results which allowed a mode change to take place with required safeguards
equipment potentially inoperable. These actions represent a violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion 16, " Corrective Action" (NOV 50-334/92-02-01).

The inspectors reviewed Nuclear Engine: ring Department Administrative Proc: dure 7.1,
* Corrective Action," and Nucleat Grou}: Administrative Manual Directive 1.23. " Corrective
Action Response." These documents require that corrective action be tracked and that it be
completed "as expeditiously as possible". They do not themselves describe tracking or
review systems, but refer instead to various other station documents.

3.5 Calibration of System and Test Instniments:

The surveillance procedures reviewed were evaluated for the use of calibrated system
instrumentation and portable M&TE. For technical specification surwillances, installed
instrumentation s.onsisted of filter differential pressure gauges, the spent fuel area differential
pressure gauge, and radiation monitoring mstrumentation. The gauges were verified to be
within their required calibration frequency as of the last procedure performance. Radiation
monitors ' vere calibrated in accordance with their associated Technical Specifications.
Portable M&TE consisted of flow measurement and contaminant concentration measurement
instruments; these were verified to be calibrated and appropriately ranged for the
measurements taken.

For non-Technical Specification surveillances, the portable M&TE used was c dibrated, but
the installed instrumentation used for measuring area negative pressure indicates that the last
calibretion date was the original date of installation. For the last procedure performed, the
installed instrumentation was checked with a portable instrument to verify resuhs. The
licensee committed to using calibrated instrumentation for future tests, either with calibrated
M&TE or with the calibrated differential pressure gauges maintained in the calibration
program.

3.6 Conclusions

The main objective of this inspection was to determine if surveillance testing is adequate to
verify that the systems inspected can fulfill their safety related design basis functions. For
SLCRS, this is presently not the case, but corrective action is in progress. The current
deficiencies are: (1) periodic flow balance testing does not include the charging pump
cubiues; (2) development of final flow balance acceptance criteria is still in progress; the
current acceptance critena have been verified to bc adequate by recent calculations, but little
er no margin is available under maximm onditions; and (3) the gauges specified in the
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cunent safeguards flow balance procedure to verify negative pressure have not been
calibrated since their original installation.

Corrective action for item (1) was implemented in response to the charging pump damper
failere identified by the ilcensee in November 1991. In the interim, the charging pump
ventilation flow has been adjusted with r temporary procedure, item (2) was also

.

implemented as corrective action for the charging pump ventiladan problem; review of the l

end result needs ta ensure that the calculations are done using the correci system lineup and |
that assumptions are appropriate, item (3) was previously identified in a Safety System '

Functional Evaluatior. (SSFE) performed by the Nuclear Engineering Department. The ;

licensee committed to either calibrate these instruments or to use alternate calibrated )
instrumentation for data taking. Calibrated M&TE was used for the last surveillance. The
inspector had no immediate concerns about the operability of equipment served by the,

SLCRS, pendir.g timely completion of adequate Gnal corrective actions.

4.0 AUX 1LIARY FEEDWATEit (AFW) SYSTEM |
!

4.1 System Purpose and Design Safety Functions Functions

The purpose of the AFW System is to provide adequate feedwaL/ Dow to the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the reactor coolant system (RCS). Removal of decay
heat prevents substantial over-pressurization of the RCS from occurring while maintaining the
liquid inventory in the RCS suf6cient to cover the reactor core at all times. In addition, the
system provides a means of cooling the primary plant to 350'F so that the residual heat '

; removal system can be made operable.

The AFW Syr. tem functions as an emergency source of feedwater to the steam generators
when the normal feedwater system is unavailable. The minimum flow required by the
system is based on the analyses of anticipated transienis and accidents as well as cooldown ,

following theses events. Based on these analyses, the system must provide an AFW Dow of
350 gpm to at least two of the three steam generators within one minute of the initiating
event.

t

Each of the three auxiliary feedwater pumps (AFWPs) develops suf6cient head to overcome
the system resistance and the head equivalent to the pressure encountered at the steam
generator inlet for the condition when the second lowest main steam safety valve (MSSV)
actuates. Each of two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (MDAFWPs) are designed to
provide a minimum of 350 gpm total now to the steam generators, while the turbine-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump (TDAFWP) was designed to provide a total flow to the steam

,

generators of 700 gpm. To ensure that at least two steam generators could be provided with
adequate AFW flow, the system was designed with sufficient redundancy in pumps and flow
paths to withstand any single failure in the system during a design basis accident. A
description of the AFW System can be found in Attachment C of this report.

. - - - . .- - - - - - .- -- . . - -
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Based on a minimum total AFW Cow of 350 gpm to at least two steam generators, the
UFSAR states that the AFW System provides adequate capacity to mitigate the consequences
of a loss of normal feedwater event or a station blackout. During the analysis of a major
rupture of a main feedwater pipe, the system was determined to be adequate with a minimum
total Dow of 350 gpm and the Duw delivered from one MJAFWP. Since the TDAFWP has
a capacity equal to the combined capacity of both MDAFWPs, even with a single failure, the ,

system was found adequate to mitigate the consequences of a major rupture of a main I

feedwater line. The analyris of the system design performed for accident conditions i

described in UFSAR Section 14 found that the system provided sufficient feedwater Dow to
remove the reactor decay heat via the steam gercrators. By removing the decay heat, over-
pressurization of the RCS was prevented and RCS inventory level remained adequate to
cover the reactor core at all times.

4.2 Auxiliary Feedwater System Design llasts Documentation

The licensee prepared a design basis document (DHD) for the BV-1 AFW System as part of
their design basis reconstitution program. The DBD provided an adequate sta,'ng point to
develop the design basis function of the system. However, additional design .nformation
from vendor manuals, equipment specifications, and manufacturing standards was also
required to define some design basis requirements and to verify the adequacy of current tests.
The inspector determined that there was adequate documentation to support the design basis
and that the testing of the AFW System demonstrated the ability to perform its design basis
functions.

.

Adequate malysis of AFW System performance was conducted to determine system needs
during v .ous accident conditions. The actual capacity (140,000 gallons) of the primary
phmt demineralized water storage tank (PPDWST) was analyzed by the licensee and found to
be adequate to support the design function of the system, including tne plant cooldown to
350*F required for initigion of the residual heat removal system. The DBD indicated that
the required capacity of the MDAFWPs was a total AFW Gow rate into the SGs of 350 gpni,i

at a pomp total developed head of 2696 feet. The TDAFWP capacity was stated as 700 gpm
into the SGs at a total pump developed head of 2696 feet,

j To determine the ability of the system to perform its design function, the licensee developed

| . minimum operating point (MOP) curves for the AFWPs. The purpose of the MGP curves
was to have a basis for comparing measured pump performance to the minimum performance
at which the pumps would fulfill their safety function. For the AFW Syctem, the MOP
curves were based on a service degradation of the pump performance curves. The

,

degradation was based on the ASME lower performance limits (10% degradation), After the!

pump performance curves were degraded in accordance with the ASME recommendations,

| the required pump total developed head to overcome SU pressure during accident conditions
was used to determine minimum pump Dow. This minimum pump Dow was then analyzed
by Westinghouse to determine whether the Dow was adequate to mitigate the consequences of
design basis accidents.

.
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The licensee generated new h10P curves based on a minimum flow of 315 ppm from the j

hiDAFWPs to establish additional margm for pump performance. Westinghouse analyzed an |
AFW Gow of 315 gpm from each 1,lDAFWP as adequate to ensure sufficient decay heat was |
removed from the RCS to fulfill tbc safety function of the system. The htOP curve for the
TDAFWP was based on a minimum required now of 609 gpm into the SGs from the |
TDAFWP. Westinghouse analyzed an AFW flow of 609 ppm from the TDAFWP as |
adequate to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents. The hiOP curve used
during tecting of the TDAFWP had been revised when the licensee had determined that the
recirculation now control valve (FCV lFW 102) .vas leaking about 35 gpm past its seat. To
correct for this leakage, the h10P curve was adjusted to ace unt for the additional pump Dow
needed to ensure adequate AFW How was capable of being provided to the SGs (the pump
now required at a specine pump head was Screased by 35 gpm). The inspector questioned
the licensee regarding the method used to adjust the TDAFWP hiOP curve. Based on the
inspector's questions, the licensee changed the surveillance procedure to require an
engineering evaluation of pump performance in the event that the leakage past the flow
control valve exceeded 35 gpm. The mspectoc found this adequate to address the concern.

The inspector questioned the method the licensee used to develop the pump perfctmance
curve in the TDAFWP test procedure. The licensee had replaced the rotating assembly in
the TDAFWP during the 8R outage and had generated a new pump performance curve.
During the development of the new pump curve, temporary test gages were installed to
measure the pump discharge and suction pressures. Data was obtained from both the
normally installed r; ages and the test gages. Both the normal suction and discharge pressure
gages indicated consistently lower than the test gages. To develop the pump curve, the
licensee used the data from the normally installed discharge pressure gage and the
temporarily installed test gage. This resulted in a pump performance curve that indicated
poorer performance than would have been obtained using either the data obtained from the
normally installed gages or from the temporarily installed gages. When comparing pump
performance during subsequent IST testing, the measured pump performance has been
consistently above the pump performance curve used in the surveillance procedure. As a
result of testing performed since the 8R outage, the licensee had already began a review of
the TDAFWP performance curve to determine its continued adequacy in evaluating pump
performance during future testing. The inspector reviewed the data obtained during the
generation of the new performance curve, discussed the issue with the licensee, and
determined the licensee was taking the anpropriate actions to address this issue of appropriate
instrument use,

in obtaining the design bases information, the inspector had extensive discussions with
personnel in the Nuclear Engineering Department (NED) and the system engineer for the
system The inspector encountered dif0culty in obtainir.g some specific information on the
various componcat (pumps, h10Vs, check valves, etc.4 design requirements; however, all of
the necessary information was eventually obtained. NED engineers appeared to be I
concentrated on component level performance and less readil accessing overall system

4
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design basis information. The design basis reconstitution program lead by NED was a good
effort to improve Beir ability to readily access system design bases information.

4.3 UISAR Descrip ton of the AFW System

1. The inspector foua.d the desm 's vf the AF"' tystem contairM in the UFSAR to be very
limited in scope. Only broati :;pten or component design information was available.

! Adequate information was conta ned within the UFSAR to determine the required overall
system performance during testing; however, individual component i; k..mation was limited
to the capacity of the AFWPs and the volume of the PPl>WST.

Since the minimum performance requirements for the system had been reanalyzed by
Westinghouse, the licensee indicated that the UFSAR will be ievised during the next update -

s

to reflect the reduction u required minimum MDAFWP Cow from 350 gpm to 315 gpm. It
will also reflect the reduction from 700 gpm to 609 gpm for tne TDAFWP. Current
minimum performance for the MDAFWPs is based on meeting the ASME Smtion XI limits
and the new MOP curve generated using a minimum pump flow of 315 gpm at 2696 ft. head
for the MDAFWPs and 609 gprn for the TDAFWP.

'
Section 14 of the UFSAR described ?ie required system response to accident conditions. For ;

a loss of normal FW event or a complete loss of electric power to all station auxiliaries
(station blackout) the minimum system capacity equivalent to one MDAFWP (350 gom in the,

current revision of the UFSAR) was adequate to mitigate the consequence of either event. In
the event of a main feed line rupture, the system would have adequate capacity based on a
minimum of 350 gpm plus the capacity of one MDAFWP. Even with a single failure in the
system, i: would be adequate to mitigate the effects of a main feed line rupture.

M .4 Technical Specincation and ASME Section XI Requirements

Technical Specifications required the three AFWPs to be operable (two MDAFWPs and one
TDAFWP) and the PPDWST to have a minimum contained volume of 140,000 gallons. To
ensure the system remains operable, the AFWPs and other rystem components (check salves,
MOVs, trip valves, etc.) are required to be tested in accordance with ASME Section XI (TS
4.0.5). Accordingly, each valve in the AFW flow path must be verified in the correct
position monthly and following extended outages; flow from the PPDWST to the SGs must
be verined while thutdown (every 18 months); each power operated valve in the AFW floiv
path, not testable during operation, raust be cycled; while shutdown (every 18 months), the
atematic valves in the AFW flow path must be verified to go to their correct position on a
test signal; while shutdown (every 18 months) AFWP automatic starts must be verified upon
receipt of a test sigre, and every 12 hours the volume of the PPDWST must be veriGed to
be greater then 140,000 gallons. In addition, the ability of the system to be cperated from

,

the remote shutdown panel is required to be tested on an annual basis.

1
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TS Section 4.0.5 IST requirements included full flow system testing, with injection into the
SGs at normal operating FG pressure, using the redtmdant Dow paths available in the system.
Wlve stroke times, ses nage, and valve full flow capability were also tested. The IST
program required that L cmation on AFWP performance be obtained during both refueling
outages and quarterly dun,1g operation to allow comparison to a pump performance curw
generated for each pump. The pan'p performance curves are based on either manufactu.er
certified pump curves or on test data obtained following pump overhaul.

Attachment C provides a detailed description of the TS and ASME Section XI testing
requirements for the system.

4.5 AFW System Sunelilance Testing

Surveillance testing of the AFW System at BV-1 was well developed. The overall ability of
each MDAFWP and the TDAFWP to develop sufficient pressure and injection Gow rates into

,

the SG has been tested on a regular basis, During refueling outages, full flow testing of the
system has been conducted to verify the ability of the system to inject AFW into the SGs at
normal SG pressure.

The inspector found that acceptance criteria specified in surveillance test procedures were
adequate to verify the ability of the tested components to perform their required functions.
The PPDWST was required to be checked each shift to ensure level was greater than
140,000 gallons. For the AFWPs, their performance was compared to pump performance
curves in accordance with ASME 5ection XI rrxtuirements and to the MOP curves generated
for the MDAFWPs and the TDAFWP. Included in te ting of the system was overall system
response times using simulated initiation signals generated from the AFW System initiation
logic subsystems. Acceptable system response times were required to be less than the one
minute assumed in the ac::ident analyses and as required by TS,

AFW System check valves were tested to verify their ability to both past the flow required
for the system to perform its safety function (i.e. sufficient steam was passed through the
main acam supply check valves to the TDAFWP turbine) and to ensure that the check valves
seated properly preventing backflow (partiai loss of AFW flow to the SGs). Adequate
acceptance criteria nas specified to ensure that both functions were adequately tested.

The six motor operated AFW System discharge MOVs (IFW-151 A through F) were verified
- to be in the required position (open) on a monthly basis. In addition each MOV IFW-151
valve has been cycled through a complete cycle and was verified to open from the closed
position when a AFW System initiating signal was received. The valve open stroke times
were required to meet ASME Section XI stroke times. The TDAFWP steam supply line
MOV (IMS-105) was tested to verify that the va!ve was capable of cycling through a
complete cycle and that the opening stroke time of the valve was within the IST programo

operating limits. These MOVs also function as containment isolation valves; how:ver, no
containment isolation valve closure times were spccified in TS or in the UFSAR.

I
i
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in order for the TDAFWP to function, the trip valves in the main steam supply line header
(TV-1MS-105A/B) are required to open upon receipt of a TDAFWP initiation signal. Each
of the trip valves has been tested to verify that upon receipt of any TDAFWP initiation
signal, the valves open and the TDAFWP successfully starts. Additional iesting has been
p.rformed as required to verify that the valve open stroke times continue to meet IST
program operating limits and to ensure the valve can be stroked through a complete cycle.

'v of the operators to control the system from the remote shutdown panel has been
' Sis has been accomplished through the testing of the individual controls for thee >

fol' mponents at the shutdown paneh

MOV-1MS-105A/B steam admission trip valves
MOV-lFW-151 AiB/C/D/E/F AFW control valves
IFW-P-3A/B MDAFWPs
.tFW-P-2 TDAFWP

Each of these components were required to Se operated from the shutdown panel on an
annual basis.

The most recent test data indicated that the AFWPs developed sufficient flow at the required
pump head to fulnll their intended function. The overall system response times were
significantly lower than the sixty second times specified in TS and procedure acceptance
criteria. Testing of system check valves indicates their ability to pass sufficient flow to
ensure the AFW System flow has not been degraded by partially closed check valves. Leak
tests and reverse direction testing of the system check valves adequately demonstrated their
ability to prevent a degradation in AFW flow to the SGs. MOV stroke time testing and
cycling, recently performed, demonstrated that the MOVs continue tc, operate within
acceptabic limits, with no indication of performance degradation. Testing of the system

^

components irom the remott shutdown panel has been completed satisfactorily,
demonstrating the ability of the system to be operated from the remote shutdown panel.
Additional details on the testing and acceptance criteria important to the safety function of
each AFW System component are in Attachment C of this report.

4.6 Conclusions

Overall, the inspector concluded that the licensee had thoroughly developed the testir, of the
AFW System required to demonstrate its ability to perform its desip safety functions.
Essentially all of the necessary testing of safety functions were required by the TS and
ASME Section XI. The most recent surveillance data demonstrated that the system continues
to exceed the minimum system requirements necessary to perform its design safety function.

The inspector found the instrumentatian used during testing was within the required
calibration dates and the calibrated ranges were of acceptable scale for the parameters being
measured. The system engineer was knowledgeable of the testing requirements and design

i
1
|

~
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functions of the AFW System. The IST coordinator understood the basis for the pump
performance curves used during testing.

The design basis documentation was adequate to describe the required safety functions of the
'

AFW System. In addition, sufficient information was available to verify that the
performance of individual components remained adequate to ensure overall system function
was not affected by declining component performance. The DBD (completed
March 31,1991) was found to be adequate for an initial description of system functional
requilements and major component operating characteristics. However, the DBD had
already become outdated in that it did not recognize the reduction of the minimum
MDAFWPs capacity from 350 gpm to 315 gpm; the reduction in the minimum TDAFWP
capacity from 700 gpm to 609 gpm; or the deletion of the MDAFWP start signal on the
failure of the TDAFWP to develop adequate discharge head when required. The inspector
concluded that the licensee should continue to verify and validate the DBDs to ensure that;

they remain a useful engineering tool.

The completed surveillance procedures and design basis documentation indicated that the
licensee was adequately testing the ability of the AFW System to perform its intended safety
functions. In addition, the TS required testing together with the IST testing required that all
necessary testing be conducted to demonstrate that the system functions as designed.

5.0 Overall Inspection Conclusions

Overall, the inspectors concluded that the current surveillance testing reviewed for the Safety
Injection System, the Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System, and the Auxiliary
Feedwater System was in conformance with Technical Specification requirements and
adequately demonstrated that the systems' design basis safety functions would be fulfilled

,

under accident conditions. However, the lack of adequate and timely corrective actions to
e dasign and test control issues in the SLCR System are significant matters which require early

attention by the licensee, pMicularly as higher outside air temperatures approach in early
summer. The need for improved communications and interaction between the NED and

^ Operations over the resolution of technical deficiencies was evident from this problem.

| The reconstituted design bases developed for the AFW and SLCR systems and documented in.
the DBDs, and the Safety System Functional Evaluations were positive initiatives. In

.. addition to consolidating available sources of design related system specifications and
functional requirements, these programs also identified design basis concerns important to
system operation and testing. The inspectors considered that the Design Basis Documents
would be most valuable as reference sources if they were continually expanded and updated.
The ongoing development of the system engineer program could be enhanced through the use

l of a foundation document which focuses system safety performance upon its design
'

requirements.

|
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No instances were identified where required surveillance tests were missed or performed
incorrectly or which contained invalid test data. Overall, surveillance procedures were
considered to be detailed and well dev: loped. Some concerns were expressed related to the
traceability of pump performance curves used in test procedures, but existing controls
appeared to assure that validated performance curves will be accurately represented in test
procedures.

The inspectors concluded that existing surveillance testing for the SI and AFW systems
demonstrated their required operability and their ability to function in a manner which
affords protection to public health and safety. The SLCRS system, and the equipment it
services, were considered to be capab'- of meeting their design safety functions; however,
timely completion of issues identified during this inspection are necessary to assure that these
functions will be continuously maintained.

6.0 EXIT INTERVIEW

'

The inspectors discussed the results of this inspection with Nuclear Engineering, Technical
Services, Operations, and I&C Department personnel at a preexit conference held on
February 6,1992. The final inspection results were presented to Beaver Valley Station
management at an exit meeting held on February 7,1991. Attendees are identified in
Attachment D.

No written material was provided to the licensee during this inspection and no proprietary
information is included in this report.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ --_
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Altachment A

SMety injectiNISILSntnn

System Description:

Figures A1, A2, and A3 provide diagrams of the Safety injection. System.

The Safety injection System consists of two ECCS subsystems which provide immediate
post-accident emergency cooling to the reactor vessel before RCS pressure and water level
drop low enough to uncover the core. The high head safety injectior. (HHSI) subsystem can
inject to the reactor vessel at all possible pressures up to the Safety Relief Valve setting.
The LHSI subsystem injects in stages starting at accumulator pressure (661 psig) and then at
the ;naximum LHS1 pump discharge pressure (180 psig). If a rapid RCS blowdown occurs
following a large RCS break, the accumulators discharge their centents before the HHSI or
LHSI pumps can deliver flow. When the subsystems are properly aligned, the injection
function only requires automatic operation of the SI pumps and the MOVs associated with
the RWST and the boron injection tauk (BIT).

The HHSI and LHSI subsystems consist of both active and passive components. The active
components require an outside si;'nal and power source for their activation. These portions
consist of three HHSI charging pumps, two LHSI pumps, and MOVs at the BIT and the
RWST. The passive portion consists of three LHS1 accumulators and their associated valves
and piping. A reduction of RCS pressure is the only action required to obtain Gow from the
accumulators since they are pressurized with a nitrogen blanket. Automatic actuation of the
SI System occurs upon high containment pressure, low pressurizer pressure, or low steam
line pressure. The SI System can also be manually initiated from the control room. In the
event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), a steam generator tube rupture (STGR), or a
main steam line break (MSLB), the SIS provides emergency core cooling and an adequate
reactivity shutdown margin. HHSI to the RCS is accomplished through two independent
injection How paths and is delivered into the RCS cold loops through individual branch lines
off each injection header. LHS1 is also accomplished through two independent Dow paths.

Upon actuation of the S1 System, the HHSI and LHSI pumps receive a start signal and the
necessary MOVs receive an open signal. All of the LHS1 system MGVs in the now paths
are normally open, tu still receive an open signal to ensure the Dowpath is available. When

*RCS pressure decreases below 661 psig, the accumulators inject borated water into the RCS.
When the RCS pressure drops further to the shutoff head of the LHS1 pumps (=180 psig),
they inject water from the RWST directly into the RCS cold legs through the LHSI header.
These actions are automatic, but indications of system actuation are monitored on the SI
panels in the control room to ensure the actions are being completed.

,

!
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The HHSI pumps are horizontal centrifugal pumps with a maximum flow rating of 550 gpm
per pump. They each provide 100% of the capacity required to meet the system's design
criteria for HHSI flow delivery to the core following a small break (50.375" diam) LOCA.
Each pump has a recirculation line to assure minimum recirculation now if the main How
paths become isolated, blocked, or if the pumps must operate against a discharge pressure
greater than their shutoff head. The pumps are arranged in parallel taking a suction f 0m the7
RWST and discharging into the RCS through two high pressure injection flow paths. The
piping is arranged so that any pump can supply borated water to either injection header.
With all three pumps running. RCS cold legs can be supplied through both injection headers,
but the BIT header automatically aligns to allow its contents to be injected Orst. Motor
operated vc.lves in the discharge header allow any pump to feed either injection path. This
allows a disabled path to be isolated and ensures that the pumps can feed the RCS through
the other path. Upon receipt of a safety injection signal, the pump suction path realigns to
the RWST through two parallel MOVs (valves CH-il50 & 1158) which are shut during
normal plant operations.

In addition to normal periodic testing, the HHSI pumps are frequently operated for normal
RCS charging and letdown functions which maintain a constant pressurizer level, return
diverted purification How to the RCS, and provide reactor coolant pump seal inje: tion Dow.

LHSI P1UEps (ISbP-1 A & IB):

Two LHSI pumps are normally aligned for injection tak.ing a suction from the RWST and
discharging dirstly to the RCS loops through a LHSI header. Each pump has a vertical
shaft and a centrifugal impeller. Recirculation lines are provided for minimum flow during
the time it takes for RCS pressure to reach shutoff head (=180 psig). Each pump provides
100% capacity for LHSI now delivery to the core and is rated for 3000 gpm at 108 psig
discharge head.

Refueline Water Storage Tank (RWSTk

The P,WST is a large capacity water tank located outside the primary auxiliary building and
provides a positive suction head to the ECCS pumps. During plant operations, the RWST is
lined up to supply the LHSI pumps without repositioning any system valves. The minimum
volume necessary for reactivity control during the injection phase is 424,000 gal' as. The
minimum volume required by the Technical Specifications when RCS temperature is
>200 F is 441,000 gallons. This ensures that the minimum safety injection volume is
available for reactivity control and for the minimum NPSH required by the ECCS purrps.

'

The tank is equipped with redur. dant level and temperature transmitters which feed both hxal
and control room instruments. The water in the tank is normally kept at 45-55 F.
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Boron Injection Tank (BIT):
l

The BIT contains 900 gallons of =7,000 ppm borated water at a temperature of 140*F. This
volume is ' required to provide the minimum negative reactivity insertion in the core to limit
core power following a rapid RCS ecoldown (e.g., after a maii steam line rupture). The
temperature.of the tank is automatically maintained by two 6KW electric heater banks to
keep the contents above the solubility l_imits for boric acid. i

LHSI Accumulaton:

The three LHSI accumulators each contain =7700 gallons of 2000 ppm borated water under a
nitrogen gas blanket of 661 psig, . Each accumulator tank is directly connected to its
associated RCS cold leg. This piping contains two isolation check valves and an isolation
h10V for each accumulator. The check valves provide primary RCS boundary protection-
during normal operations. During normal operation, the power supplies to the A10Vs are
locked _ out'and the valves remain open. Test hnes are installed in the system piping between
the isolation check valves and the hiOVs for the purpose of leak testing the check velves
during plant operat ons.-

_ MATRIX CH A RTS -

iThe .following matrix charts provide a' graphic representation of the principle safety functions
of the Safety Injection System. The entries contained in each column are not exact quotes -
from the. referenced documents, but are condensed for the sake of brevity. The essential
technical content of each referenced document is accurately represented as it existed at the
time of this inspection.

.

; The numbering: scheme used for surveillance test procedures provide a code for identifying
the type of test and its frequency of performance in accordance with the following:

'

- 1BVT = Beaver Valley Test (Unit 1)
'

3BVT = Beaver Valley Test (common to Units 1 & 2)
OST = Operations Surveillance Test.

_ OM = Operations Manual Procedure -
-

. (R) =. Performed each refueling
(Q) = Perforrned quarterly

] (hi) = Performed monthly
(S) =' Performed each shift

~

-(CSD) = Performed at cold shutdown
(S/U) = Performed during startup .

- Attachment F contains a complete list of abbreviations and acronyms.

.

= , - _ __.__--__._-_------__-__________-_____._------_--__..-_A-__
' '
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ATTAC'elMENT A

"

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM SURVEILLANU TESTS, BA!rs, AND REQUIRENFMIS
y-~- -

SAFETY DESIGN BASIS tJFSAR DESCRIPTICAS TECHNICA1. SURVLILt.ANCE AND WOTES AND
REcu!REMENTS { EVAltJATIONS/GUID 6 CE SPE CI FICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES { COMMEt?TS-(UNCTION ,

HMSI flow Paths
available to the RCS

_m - -

|

kHSt BIT header full !ST Prograra Document Sec 6.3.2.1: The SI Sec 4.0.5: Inservice OST 1.11.M (R) St Test of 2/5/91:
flow path capability design stroke times: signal opens the BIT insp(ction shall oe System Fult Flow Test. Alt valves met
avaitable- SI-884A,B,C, 527 see header isolation valves conducted in accordance Verifies full flow acceptable stroke
from the HMSI pumps to SI-867A,8 527 sec and starts the $1 with Section XI of tha c6pability of HMS! and times. Pw ps and
the RCS cold teos: SI-867C,0 515 see charging puFps. The BIT ASME B&PV Code. LHSi to the reactor check valves

No specific reference recirculation lines have vessel dt, ing refuelir:g. achieved minihrn
Operational readiness provided redundant isolation 4. M ?: In cre. sting Acceptance Criteria: full flow
of NHSI pump disch vetves which close on a modes 1,2,5 3, verliy the Futt finw capability of requirements.3

header isolation Westinghouse fouip S m S1 signal. ilow path from the RWST check valves SI-10,11,
vales MOVs No. G-67625'1: via one HK$1 charging pump 1?,22,23,74,94,100,101,& *1ST maxinun

j CH-2754,B,C; branch $1-836 design atroke time Sec 6.3.2.1: Valves nf 1) at least^once per 7 102. Stroka of MOVs stroke tiene
tire isolation MOVs = 10 see maximum.* the SI System 9hich are days by cycling each St >67C,D f 13 see; timits were
SI-867A,B,C,0 and ' remotely operated and are testable MOV or euto valve SI-836 518 sec.* established from

' throttle valves Westinghause Eoric Spec normally in thefr ready a+ least one cycle of futt initial baseline
I St-884A,B,C; vid No,G 676241: Conduct positions, but do not travel. 2) At least onc? The difference between test data which

# non-BIT heaoer check velve ledage receive a SI signal have per 31 cays by verifying injection branch line was within the
isolation MOV SI-836. testing law MSS SP-61 their positions indicated that each valve (manual, flows must be $$ gpm valve purchase

on the control board, power operated, seated, or with the strong"st NhSI specifications.
Futt flow capability MSS SP 61. Para M cJ:
of HHSI cold leg seat tests allow a _

When one of these valves secured in position) is in ,.x.rp. The limit i.as
is not in the ready the correct position. calculated under

branch line check maximum teak rate of 10 position for injection, 3) At least once per 18 OST 1.1.10 (W): 1st for the licensee's
valves S1-23,24,25, cc/hr per inch nominal it is shown on the board months during shutdown by SI-867A,8 stroke time IST program
94,100,1G1, & 102 vetve size. and an audible alarm cycling each power 513 sec; St-884A,B,C 511 criteria which

Leak tightness of Westinghouse Ecuio Sptc testable during plant
,

based the maxim materts operators. operated vatve that is not ser; SI-836 518 sec.*
attoweo stroke on

non-BIT check valve G-677264: The leakage of Sec 6.3.2J: The seating oneration through at least OST 1.47.3A.39 (R]: ISTs these inittst
$1-95 ee'f actuated check design is of parattet one cycle of full travet, f o- CH-275A,B,C; stroke tests. The

valves shall bt 52 cc/hr disk, flexible wedge, or time 516 sec. current eaximums
NHS! branch lines per i.1ch nommat valve equivalent. This allows ,T_able 4.4-3: Observed used for testing
flows are property size. release of the mechanical Leakage rates shall be 1BVT 1.47.11 (R): IST are law ASME 1983
bata ced holding force at the adjusted to the function teak test of check valve allowancu.

first increment of travet maxinum pressure law ASME SI-95.
and the MOV works vly Section XI, !W-3423
against the frictional OST 1.11.6 (M): ECCS
component of hye Htic Table 3.6-1: MOV 8670,D flow path and valve.

force and packing bc.x stroke timited to 15 sec, position checks for
; friction. CH 1159, SI-862A, 863A,

Table 3.3-5: ESF response 864A, 885A, E90A.C, 836, *

time nust t>e 527 sec. 560A, 885D, & 8867A,C |,

; 4
4

,

._
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SAFETY DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / I TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE #MD | NOTES AND

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS ,| EVA1.U#,T IONS / GUIDANCE | SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDUttES g COMMENTS
.',

u
Flow path available IST Program Document Sec 6.3 2,d: The suction Lejed: When T-avg OST 1.11.14 (R:: SI-27 f.
from tre RwsT to tha indlestes CH-115C,E of the Si charging pumps r350*F, two separate and forward full flow I

HHS1 DuTs 14 10, 10: Ce&ign stroke time must is diverted from their independen? ECCS capability law ASME Eoc
be 527 sec. No specific normal suction at the subsystems shat! be 21.

Orarational readiness reference provided. volume control tank to operebte and shall consist
of HNSI plan Suction the NWST by the SI [in part] of an cperable OST 1.7,4. 5. 6 (0): IST

header hotatian MOVs signal. flow path capable of stroke s'ts of SI-27,

CH-1150,1158; and taklig suction from the if the RWST is supptying
CH-115C,E. RWST on a SI signal. the NHSi charging pups.

futi flow capability Sec 4.1.2.2: In operating OST 1.1.10 (t.30): IST
of HHS! suction header modes 1,2,& 3, ve.*iff the for CH-115C,E; stroke
cher's valve S!-2~. flow path from the RWST times must t's 513 sec.

via one NHS! chargifva pump
13 at least once per 7
days by cycling cach 's
testable MOV or auto valve
at least ene cycie of fui!
travel; 2) At least ace

*
per 31 days tr/ verify'ng,
that each vatve (manual,
power operated, seated, cr
secured in position) is in
the correct psition; &
3) At least once per 18
months during shutdcNn by
cycling each power
operated valve that is not
testable during plant
ooeration through at least
one cycle of futt travel.

Table 3 M : ESF response
time must be 527 sec.

sec 4.0.5: Inservice
1 inspection shsti be

conducted in ar.cordance
with section XI of the
ASrtE B&PV Code.

;

5
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3AFETT DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIFTIONS/ - TECHNICAL j SURVEILLANCE AND NO1ES AND

FUNCTION _ PEQUIREMENTS- EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE. SPEC!FICATIOhS i PLANT oRnCEDURES COMMENTS;,

Availability of full Gestinghwse Ecuf o Spec Sec 6.3.2.1: Valves cf Sec 4.0.5: Iriservice ' OST 1.11.1 (0): IST full
flow path from ty - Na. G-676258: St-862A,8 the St System which are inspection shalt be stroke /ftow test of SI-5
RwST to the suction of spectiied strone time a remotely operated and are conciJctert in accordancer-
W S! mstos 1A. 18: 120 see maximum. normatly in their ready with Section XI of the OST 1.11.14 (R): IST

positions, but do not ASME B&PV Code. futt stroke /ftow test of
Operational readiness receive a O! signal have 51-5
of LHS! pu m suction thcir positions indicated Sec 4.5.1.1.a.2: Verify

isolation VOVs on the control board. At that each accunulator OST 1.47. t3 & 39 (02:
any t me during operation isolation valve is open at IST for SI-862A,S;iSI 862A,S;
when one of these valves least once per 12 hours. stroke tire must be 536

Tutt flow capability is not in the ready sec.
of L?$1 puno suction position for injection,
header check v3tve it is shown visually on OM 1.50.4 IS/U) and

i SI-5 'the boaro and an audible OM 1.54.3: Verifies MOVs
I elarm alerts operators to SI-665A,B,C are open

the condition.

| See 6.3.3.5: During the
injection phase, the SI

|purps do not depend upon ,

any portion of other
systems. ISI is

,

eccompt ished only by the
correct alignment and
actuation of SI Systan
eomponents1

A nilability of fica WestinghguleJ cuip Spec Sec 6 1 22 : Valves of Sec 4.0J: Inservice OST 1.1.10 (CSD): IST *1ST manimum
path from the INSI Wo. G-C6QQ: the bl System which are inspection shall be for SI-890C; stroke time stroke time
mms to the RCS cold SI-ts64A,8 specified stoke remotely operated and are conducted in accordance must be s20 sec. Limits were
lep*;,, time r.120 sec* maximum normally in their rcady with Section XI of the estsbitahed from

positions, tut do not ASME BLPV Code. ET 1.11.14 (R): IST initial baseline
Operational readiness receive a SI signal have fuil stroke / flow ttst of test date which
of LHSt pumps 1A & 18 their positions indicated LMSI pep discharge i.as within the
discharge header .on the control t7ard. At check valves SI o,7 valve purchase

isoletion MOVs SI-690C any time during operation specifications.
* and SI-864A,8 | when one of these valves OST 1.47.3A.38 (0): Ists The limit was

is not in the ready for SI-864A,B; stroke calculated under
rut t flow capat itity position for injection, tine must be 5178 sec.* the licensee'si
of LHST pu ps it is shewn visually on iaw ASME Sec 71. * IST program
dischargs check valves the board and an audible criteria which
SI-6,7 alarm alerts operators tc IBVT 1.47.11 (R): IST based the maximum

the cordition, led test o' SI-890A,8,C allowed stroke on
full flew capability thest initial

, cf LHSI Injection tests. The|
branch line check current maximens
valves SI "O,11,12 used for testing

are iew ASME 1983
ettow n es.

6
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SAFETY _ DESIGN BASIS OFSAR DESCRIPTIONS /... " TECPNICAL" : Stt:VEILLANCE AmD NOTES AND
FUNCTION

,

REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE- SPFCIFICATIONS_ PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS

! solation of HHS! St-890A,e design stroke ' Sec 6.3.2.1: Valves of Sec 4.0.5: Inservice OST 1.1.10 (CSD): IST
flou caths to the RCS times not avaltable- the SI System which are inspection shall be- stroke test of *t-869A,8..

* Valves SI-890A,8
are considered to

het teos durino plant- remotely operated and are - conducted in accordance and SI-890C. ba pessive in the
pperatione and du ing- SI-869A,8 design stroke, normally in their ready- with Section XI.cf-the safety injectione

the post-LOCA times not available. Positions, but do not ASME.8&PV Code. 1SVT 1.47.11 (R): function and are:
iniection rhase: receive a $1 signal have

.

'At least SI 890A,B C- stroke time since
Leak test of valves not,limitHf in

. their positions indicated Sec 4.5.2.a:
Operational readiness on the control borrd. At . once per 12 hours, verify they remain:
of het legs branch-- any time during operation valves $1<890A,8 are OM 1.54.3: Verifies MOVs . closed during'
tinc isolation MOVs when one of these vctveS closed and power to the - SI 890A,8 closed and normat operations
SI'869A,9- and .is not in the ready | valve operator control St-890C open and do'not open
SI-890A,8 position for injection, l circuits are during St.-

it is sho m visually on disconnected.
Leak tightness of- the board and an audible.
valves SI-890A,B,C alma alerts operators to

'

the condition.
- _ _

,

~7;.
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SAFETY DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS /: .TECHNICAt' TURVE!Lt.AzcE AND ' NOTES AP) - ?

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS /Cul0ANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES CopetENTS $. i

.

Acetaulator Fione Paths .
to the RCS.'

-

Sec 6.3.2.1: The Sec 4.0 5: Inservice 1Bv7 1.11.3 (R): IST valves St 890A,8 -Availabi? ity of fuit Westinghouse Eculo Seer .

accumulator. isolation inspection shall be stroke /ilow test of are considered to tflow octh from the. No. G-676258: full stroke
; accumulators to the - rate specified for valves valves receive the S! condu:ted in accordance - accumulator discharge be passive for f

RCS cold leos: SI-865A,B,C is $49"/ min. signal even though these~ with Section XI of the' check valves St-48,49f the St function '

valves are open. ASME B&PV Code. 50,51,52,& 53.- and are not-
Full flow capability

. . . , . .
Acceptance criteria limited in stroke

of acetsnulator Sec 6,3.2.2: Mechanicat . 4.5.1.1.a.2: At least . ' compe: es pressure vs. tice. No 2ST
primary boundary ' operation of the swing- once per 12 hours, verify ti:ne to a calculated test existed to'

discharge check" disk check valves by each accumulator curve. Peak flow f rom' measure the
valves St-48,49,50 means of differential isotation valve'is open. each arctsnutator must be stroke time for

; and seccndary pressure is the only
,. At least once- 'provides remote position

>4 b spm. Also these valves. ;
"

boundary valves- action required te open 4.5. L 14: >

SI-51,52,53 the injection path from per 31 days when RCS . verification of valves,

.the accumulators to the pressure is >2000 osig. St-865A,9,C,

Ij . Operational readiness core via the cold legs, verify that power to the {
of accumulator No external' source of .lsolation valve circuit. OST 1.1011 ( Q: 6/12/91 test data j
'itJ1ation P9ls pcawer. or signal . is needed is discc w ted. Accumutstor isolation satisfactory'

.SI-865A,B,C to obtain fast acting, valve auto open
high flow capability, 4.5.1.1.d: verify at functional test..
The valves were designed teast once per 18 months verifies each
with a low pressure drop that each isolation valva accumulator it.otation l

,

configt-ation. When the ' opens automaticatty when valve SI 865A,B,C opens
check valves are recy; ired stCS pressure >2000 psig when RCS pressure is
to function; s25 psid _and upon reccipt of an St >2000 psig. L
wit 1 shear any particles signal,

unich may prevent the. 04 1.54.4 (S/U) and '

valve from functioning. OM 1.54.3: Verifies P80Vs
Accumulator isolatica SI-865A,B,C are open
vatves are designed to
operate with full systen
dif fereatial pr essure.

!

Sec 6.3.3.7: Thel
isolation valves are
normally open with power
to the operator lucked
out via banana type
lockout Jacks. The !

valves are ctesed when
the RCS is depressurized
or to test the check

'

valves when the RCS is
pressurized.

.>

t
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, TECHNICAL. WRVEILLAHLE AND }' ENOTES ANDu~ SAFETY . DESIGN BASIS ' UFSAR DESL1t!PT10NS/ <

SPECIFICATIONS PLAPT PROCED_URES
j. ' CONVENTSFUNCTION. o REQUIREMENTS - EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE g._

-

SIS /RCS Soundary
Frotection

I

Leak 11;;htness of .. . Westinnhouse Equip Speci Sep 6.3.2 2: Exceptional. Sec 3.4.6.2.d: Reactor: ' OST 1.11.16 UQ: IST. 6/11/91 test data- |
RCS/HMS!/LHS! header G-676241: Design teak- tightnecs is specified' coolant identified teak test of valves satisfactor~

,

cold teg primary rate for valves $1-23,24; for $1 valves.-The' leakage shalt not exceed. 51-10,17,12.23,24,25- '

boundary check valves -25 is 60 cc/hr at. specified teikage across 10 spn. Acceptance criteria:

St-23,24,25 nydrostatic test pressure' the valve disk required
.. Inservice at c150 psid test valves are not i

teskage rates of 53 spm SI-100,1rt,102.
In accordance with MSS to kneet the equipment - Sec 4.0.5:
SP-61. " specification and1 ' inspection shall be. pressure arid ccrrected ASME Class As

.hyd otest ere: conducted in accordance to wexinun cieck valves and
~- With Section XI of.the- functica pressure are are not teak

.

53 cc/hr/ inch nominal ASME B&PV Code.
'

ceceptable. . tested in the IST-
~

pipe size at hydrotest .. , proSeam. |
pressure. 300 and 150 Sec 4.4.6.3.12 Leakage ;

ib.'lf5A Standard vstves- testing of check valves i

are recuired to be S!-23,24;& 25 shall be'
l. 510 cc/hr/ inch nominal: accm plished prior to,

pipe site. entering Mode 2 after'

every time the plant is
The seat teakage test was placed in cold S/J for
conducted law the MSS refueting, and prict to
SP-61, except thst the. returning the va19e toi

acceptable lenkage was service after maintenance,_
l '3 cc/!ir per nominal pipe ~ reosic, or replacement-

diameter. F

*4.4.6.3.2: Additional
teakage testing of S1-23,
24,8 25 shill be
actonplished prior to
entering Mode 2 after each
time the plant is placed

,

'in cold S/D for 72 hours
if testing has not been s
accuplished in the
preceding 9 months. I

y | e

!
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SAFETY DESIGN SASIS OF WR DESCRIPTIONS / TECHNICAL.' !- SURVEILLA rE CND
FLHCTION- RfoulREMENTS1 EVA.UATICkS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS [ PLANT PROCEDURES' L COMMENTS

_

Leek Tightness of. bestinor,ouse Eauio spec Sac 6.3.2.b Exceptional Sec 4.4.6.3.1: Leakage OST 1.11.4A (R): IST *UFSAt Section
ti,htness is specified testing of check valves teak test of accumul6ter 6.3.2.2 containsRCS/LHS! Accumulator G 676241: Design teak l

discharge check valves' rate fer valves $3 10,11, for Sl valves. The St-10,11,12,51,52,& 53 check vatves S!-51,52,& inr.onsistent
$1-51,52,53 12 is 60** cc/hr at ' specified teakage across. shall be acco mtished 53. Acceptance criteria dais t teakage

hydrestatic test pressure. the valve' disk' required prior to entering Mode 2 are met if teakage rates for these check
~

Leek Tightress of in accordance with MS'S to meet-the equigrent efter every time the plant are 53.0 gpm** at 2150 valves. 2 ce/hr
RCS/LHS! punp

.
SP-6). Design leak rate specification and . is placed in cold S/D for psid. per inch nominal

discharge headee check for valves SI-51,52,53 is hydectest are: refueling, and prior to pipe size was
valves SI-10,11,12 120** cc/hr at

.

.

service af ter maintenance, teak test of accumulator the emount
returnir.g the valve to OST 1.11.16 (R): IST also stated to be

hydrostatic test pressure 53 cc/hr/ inch nominal
in accordance with MS$ pips size at nye otest racair, or replacement. check valves S1-10,11,& required to meet
SP-61. pressure. 300 and 150

, 12. Acceptance criteria ' egalpment
(b. USA Standard valves 4.4.6,ld: Additional are met if teakage rates specifications
are required to be teskage testing of SI-23, are 53.0 gpr** at 1150 and hydretet

510 cc/hr/ inch nominal 24,& 25 shall be psid. requirements.
pipe size. ecconctished prior to

entering Mode 2 after ea-h **tST maximLfn
The seat leakage test was time the plant is placed leak rate limits
cenducted law the MSS in cold S/D for 72 hours were established
SP-61, except that the if testing hcs not been from initial
acceptable leakage was accomtished in the baseline test
3 cc/hr per nominal pipe preccding 9 months. data which was
diameter.* within the valve

pphase
See 6.3.3.72 When the RCS specifications. I

is being pressuritsi The timits were
during heatup, the check calculated W er
valves are tested for the licensee *s
leakage after =100 psid IST program
is across the valve. criteria which
When this test is based the maximum
completed, the discharge allowed teskage
lines are opaned on these initial

tests. The- b
current msninuns
used for testing

are iaw ASME 1983
allowances. Test
data for 6/11/91
were within the
allowed timits.

10
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SAFETY 5 DESICli BQSIS -(JFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / - TLChN! CAL - SURVEILLANCE AND: NOTES OND
FUNCT!ON~ RE00sREMENy- LEVALUATIONS/ GUIDANCE SPEC 1FICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES CEMMENTS:

,

'

$1 Ptap .
Perfortsance |

Performance qapability N_p1MNE:5728 Minirun HHS1 See 6.3.2.2: Each purrp . 4.1.2.4.1: At least 2' ciTs 1.7.4. 1.7.5. and
of HHS1 pures

,

was given a conplete shop charging pwps shalt be 1.7.6 (01:purp flow vs. RCS
CH-1A.19.?C: pressure: ,. performance test inw demor'strated opecable by Total pure flows

308.2 spm a O psig- Hydrautic Institute verifying on recirculation obtained from sum >ing
,

HHS! pmps discharge 0 spm a 1446 psig Standards. The pumps were flow that each purrp ~ eCp seat injection flew,
head and flow rates . . . ,

head,' shutoff. head, and p essure of 12402 psic flow through; recite
run at design flow.and develops a discharge fill flow and assumed

DtW-89-848: HHsi pump'
.three additf orsal points when tested parsuant to TS line. PwpaPisrunout head /ftow'= .

'

1397 f t a $50 spm - to verify performance - 4.0.5. calculated using L

' characteristics. Where indicated purep dischaege
EM Ws.30806':' HMSI mininun NPSH was critical, this' 4.5.2.d.11: When tested- pressure and calculated

> purrp perfccmance: value was established at pursuant to TS 4.0.5 p m p suction pressure.
550 gpm a 1111.ft TDH design flow by means of verify the NHS) charging- Acceptance Criteria: . s

0 spn a 5560 f t .TDH . adjusting suction purrps develop the required purnp aust :1-velop 12402 ?e
'

'

pr%sure. discharge head of 22402 psig ci recire + tow.
Pacific Pump Dws No. psig on recire flow Total pu m head at test t

305-s47096: febte 6.3-7 Pug; flew must be within ASME
F1g Max Min Parameters: HMSI Charging- t irEi ts.

' .gn kesd Head Pumps'
}

0 '6200ft' 5800ftT i design discharge head * .;

150 6180ft 5800ft- 2725 psig'(5800 ft> ' -|
'550- 2000ft 1400ft. - design f(ow 2 150 gpm '

'

desfgn runout = 550 gpm

Performance capabitity- Wettinghocse Puno Data Sec 6.3 M : Each purrp 4 5.2.b.21: When tested OST 1.11.1 & 1.11.2 (0):2 ,,

of LHSI oumps Sheet and flow /h:ad was given a conplete shop ' pursuant to TS 4.0.5, LHSI Pw ps 1A & 18 IST '

SI-1A.18: curve:. Pump rating; ' performance test law verify the LMSI gcps Performance Test.
3000 g ri at.1770 rpn Hydraulic Institute develop the required Acceptance Criterie:

,

performance; discharge Disch sead = 250 ft.
'

Standards. The pumps were discharge hand ei t159 average disch press t159 '!LHS1 pept 1 A, & 18 Disch Press = 108.2 raig
run at design flow and psig on recire flow. psig; pump aP = 125.5 to

head and ftow rates.
. .

bead, shutoff haad, and 130.6 psid; puno fIou j
ND1MME:5728 LHS! pwp - three additional reints- 219.6 to 238.3 opm. '

performance:
' to verify performance verifies opposite pw p i

2125.5 spm a O poig
~ characteristics. Where is ret rotating

'

O gom a 104 psig'
NPSH was criticat, this backwards.
value was established at

inoerset t-Rand Dwa. No. design flow by means of OST 1.11.14 (R): St
D-25-2APK86K3: Originct adjusting suction System Futt Flow Test. -i

; LMSI pum performance pressure. Pw p flow measured at |
characteristicss . local indicators and in i

Flow Head Tabte 6.3-7: LHS1 punps Centrol Room. Pwp .P is
0 415 ft min. - design discharge calculated using a

3000gom 280 ft min. pressure = 300 psig indicated ptre discharge
'

'

4500gpm 115 ft min. (257 f t) pressure and calculated
- design flow = 3000 gpm suction pressure. h
- maxinus flow = 4000 gom I Acceptance criteria is

met if pwp head is EMOP
curve at measured flow.

,

'
.

i
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SAFCTY . -DESIGN BASIS.. '~ ' tNSAR DESCR1PTIO tS/ - | TECHNICAL- .'

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS' EVALUAY"ONS/rAllDANCE SPEC!r'!CATICh$ PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS
,

M
Adequate NPSH hED Memo 2BVM-5759: Sec 6.3.2.1: Adequate- Esses Sec 3/4.1.L The OM 1.54.3: Records RVST ,
avcitable to the HMSI. NPSHa is always 212.0 ft NPSH fer the LHSI pums required volune of water- tevel every shift.
and LHt! pures: for 181$14 adequate for when utilizing the RWST in the RWST for reactivity

att modes of LHSI pump _ suction path is avaitable while operat!ng is 424,000 OSt 1.7.8 (W): Verifies
(uPSHr*NPSH required) operation,~ Worst case at any level 'in the RWST. Saltons. The associated RWST tevet is 439,050 to
(NPSHa=NPSH available) NPSNa for LHS!'=.'12.1 ft. ~ '_

.

TS timit'on the RWST is 441,000 gations and that
Sec 6.3 3.5: During the established at 441,000 tou levet anrmaciators

incersolt-Rand Dwo. No. injection phase,-the SI galtons to account for are not tit.
' 0-25-2ADK86?3: LHS! pump' charging purps are not reactivity considerations

kPSHr = 17 f t a 3000 spm dependent upon any and NPSH requirements for OST 1.11.14 (R): $1 Fult'
= 23 f t 9 4500 gun portion of other systems the ECCS system. Flow Test; initial

event the suction line conditions require
' Pacific P.mo Dwa. No. frora the RWST verification that PWST e

3 O 647096: HMSi punp levet is sufficier.t ?cr
NPSHr = .12 f t a 150 spin Sec 6.3.3.9: HNSI punps PHSt punp NPSHr.

28 ft a 550 spm at the initiation of g
recirculation $1 flow:
NPSHr = 22 ft. t
NPSHa = 30 ft.

LHSI pums at the..
!- initiation of ,

'

recirculation $1 flow:
NPSHr = 10.6 ft. s

NPSHa = 12.4 ft.

Availability of the Westinghouse tetter: Seq 6.3,2,1 Valves of 4 When tested OST 1.47.3A.38 (Q): Pure recire flowJ .2.b.2):
LHSI pimp minflow DLW-4097: the SI System which are pursuant.to TS 4.0.5, IST stroke test of cannot be .

rectre return Line Minimum LHS! pJ'p recirc remotely operated and are verify the LHS! pu'ps SI-885A,B,C,0 stroke directly measured .

''flow paths flow = 225 gpm. normatty in their ready develop the required time must be 516 sec. due to a lack of
position *, but do not discharge head of 2159 instatted

Adequacy of pump receive a $1 sigsat have psig on recire flow. inst rumentation.
recire flow their. positions indicated Ptry temerature

on the control board. At No specific recirc flow monitorning
Operational readiness any time during operation values are specified by provides
et purp recirculation : when one of these valvss the TS assurance of
line isoiation MOVs is not in the ready adequate recirc j

885A,B,C,& D position for injection, flow. {
it is shown visuatty on
the board and en audible

'
starm alerts operators to
the condition.

"IHMSI branch line flow ' Design specifications for. 6,3,2.1: Manual throttle. TS does not address branch OST 1.11.14 (91: Records
rates branch' tine flow rates valves in the injection tire flow balancing . individuat an; total

{ !
*not available. Safety - branch tires were specifically beyond system branch lifw ilows. |'

Throttle position analysis assunes minimum p+operty adjusted by flow ..perability requirements ' V(.rifies thst the flow r.

correct for cold leg ~ totat $1 flows equally. tests during, initial and periodic verification differences do net | ,,

branch line valves divided in the branch start-up testingi The of flow path availability' exceed 25 gpe with the
SI -97,98,99 ~ tines operating handtes on' strongest gArp.

.these valves and the
stems were removed.

,
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SAFETY . DESIGN BASIS OFSAR DESCRIPTIOfS/. TECHNICAL, SURVEILLIECE AND NOTES AT
!FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS /GUIDM CE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS

__

,

Accunulator nitrogen Westinchouse Egip Spec Sec 6.3.2.2: The margin 4 .5.1. a .1_ : verify the OM 1.54.3: Verifies
blanket pressure No. 679065: between the minim.m nitrogen cover-pressure in 9ccLanulator pressures

Design Pressure = cperating pressure and each acetnutator tant at agree within 32 psig,
700 psig the design pressure teast once per 12 hours. aixi that tow levet

provides a renge of indicators are not
Operating Fressure = acceptable operating illuminated each shift
600 - 650 psig. conditions within which

the acetanulator system
Transient Pressure = stevts the design core
600 - 689 psig. cooling objectives.

Table 6.3-5: Normal
operating pressure =
661 psig
Mininen operating
pressure = 605 psig
Design pressure =
700 psig

13
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JSATETY: . DESIGN BASIS -UfSAR DESCRI'PTIOWS/ ~ TECHNICAL' SitRVEILLANCE AND - NOTES QND'
FUNCTION - stEQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS /CUIDANCC SPECIFICATIONS ~ PLANT PROCEDURES C3 RENTS'

6

SI system Injection-
votimes

-- -_

Total volume available No original equipment . 'Sec 6.4.2: Operationat " ~ 3.1.2.8.b.1 emd . OM 1.54.3: Records RWST
in the RWST specif! cation provided parameters of the RWST - 4.1.2.8.a.2: verify the water tevel each shift.

are pruvidad in the TS water tevet in the RWST 1:
_ . .

at 439,500 - 441,000 OST 1.7.8 (W): Verifies-
Table 6.4-1: The'RWST :. . gallons at least once per RWST tevet is's.39,0$0 to
capacitr-is 441,000 get. 7 days. 441,000 gations and that,

low levet anrunciators
Bases Sec 3/4.1.2: The are not tit. ,
required voltme of water i

in the RWST for reactivity
white operating is 424,000-

,

! gations. The associated
.TS timit on the RWST is
established at 441,000
gattons to account for
reactivity consideratione
and NPSN requirements for
the ECCS system.

Total volume evailable ' Westinghouse EoJip Spec Table 6.3-5: Wster vetume 4.5.1.a.1: verify the 01 1.54.3: verifies the '

in each Acetaruletor No. 679065: at operating Co'ditions * Contained borated water accu 9utator Water levels
1450 St* capacity tank - 7664 to 7816 gallons. volume in each accumulator are within 5% of each

tank at least once per 12 other and_that the tow
Sec 6.4.3.2: Accunutator hours, tevel f rdicators are not
solume is continuously ittuninated each shif t. ,

monitored during station
operation. Flow from the
tanks can be monitored at

'
any time using test'

t'nes.I i

s!T minimum volane No' original' equipment Table 6.3-6: Totat volume 4.5.4.1.1.a: verifyt'he OM 1.54.3: Records the
available . specification provided = 900 gattons, watee level its the 81T tevet in the BIT surge *

surge tank at least once tank each shift ,. 'per 7 days.
;

| I
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SAFE'T'- -| DESIGN BASIS 'UFSQR DESCRIPTIONS /' ,TECHN! COL . : SL'RtfE!LLAOCE XD ' | ' NOTES OND'g
FUNCTION j ; REQUIREMENTS' EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS . PLANT PROCEDtEES COMMENTS

_

' SIS Overpressure
Protection

Tabte 6.3-8I ECCS Relief ~ Sec 4.0.5: Inservice 1Bv7 1.60.5 (R1:'LHS!Overpressure Westinghotse Caulo Spec .
Valve Data: .

corsponents shatt be setpoint test. Sets
protection of LMSI

.

No. G-676257: SI-845A,B,C inspection of ASME Code- header relief vatves
re v discharge headers relief pressure = 220 LHSI pum discharge "
iniection oicing: psig, relief valve set pressure- perforued in accordance . valves at 235 27 psig.

235 psig. with Section x1, I W -3510=

Setpaint end relief .of the ASME B&PV Code.
. capacity of valves
SI-845A,B,C

Leak tiohtness of WestinghouseEauinSpje fable 6.3 5:.The' relief Sec 3.4.6.2.d: Reactor 1BVT 1.60.5 (R): Leak
relief valves No. G-676257. Dara A.3.6: valves have soft seats coolant identified test of valven

! SI-845A.B.C: SI-858A. Relief Valves shall be- and are designed and teakage shall not exceed St-845A,3,C; SI-858A,B,
B.C: and S t -85 7 exceptionally tight at tested to ensure zero 10 spn. C; and St-857

10% below the set teakage at the normat Acceptance criteria is
pressure prior to. operating pressure. caet if teakage is 51

opecing. Exceptional
'

cc/10 min.
tightness for water is

510 cc/hr.

Accumulator over Equipment specification Sec 6.3.2.2: The relief See 4.0.5: Inservice 1BVT1.60.5(R5: Adjusts 5/4/91; 4/22/91/;
pressure protection sheets for valves . valves are $1 red to pass inspection of ASME Code relief valves and 4/19/91 test

SI-858A,6,C not available- N, in excess of the gas cornponenta shail be SI-858A,B,C at a lift data
Setpoint and relief fitt line delivery rate. performed in accordance pressure of 700 s21 psig satisfactoty.
capacicy of valves They also pass water in with Section XI'of the (shop bench test).

$1-858A,9,C excess cf the expected ASME B&PV Code. Acceptance criteria are
inteak rate, setisfacto.7 (f the as-' fotrid and the as-tef t
Tabte 6.3-5: Relief set ' lift pressures = 700 221

point = 700 psig.' The psig.
valves have soft seats
and are designed and ,
tested to ensure zero
teakage at normat

,

Operating pressu.'e.

Table 6m3-8. ECCS Relief
valve Data:
Accumulator relief valve
set pressure = 700 psig.

81! over pressure Westinghouse Ecuin spec Table 6.3-8. ECCS Reliaf Sec 4.0.9: Inservice 1BVT 1.60.5 (R): Boric
,

No. G-676257: SI-857 set - Vatve Data: inspection of ASME Code scid injection headerorotection
pressure = 2735 psig. Boron injection Tank components shalt be relief valve setpoint

Setpoint and relief retlef valvee et pressure perforned in accordance - test Adjusts valves to
2735 psig. with Section XI of,the the SIT design pressurecapacity of valve =

SI-857 ASME B&PV Code. of 2735 t82 psig.

-
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FUNCTION
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REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIOks/ GUIDANCE
.. TECHNICALT SURVEILLAICE f.ND- NOTES AND.SAFETY DESIGN B* SIS UFSAR DESCRIPT!ONS/t

: SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDUEES ' COMMENTS-

StS Availabitity
'

i

HS testability No originat design basis Sec 6.3.3.3: The starting 4.5.2.f.1: At tesst once' OST 1.36.3.4 (Rh EDG . Tests performed .

specifications for SI. sequence of the HHS1'&'' ~during shutdos.n,' cycle . 1,2 Automatic Tests; 1/16/91 and
System actuates Systarm response provided. LHS! prips, ard related each power operated valve simulates a loss of 6/6/91-

~

property in response Currer:t safety / accident - emergency power is.
.

tested during ple9t conjunction with a 51
.

' In the f(ow path not .offsite power in satisfactority.
to an St actuation - analyses renuire that ESF. designed so that delivery

'
signal. response tine be 527 sec. of fuit rated flow is operations ti. rough at' signet. Acc-ptance

and that. designed system reached in 525 sec. after least one co mtete cycle' criteria require that
response occurs with a- process parameters' reach. of fuit travets the diesels start on the
single active failure 1 -the.setpoints for the SI

. .
auto.signat, energize

assumed.' signal. 4.5.2.f.2: At least every the emergency buses with
?3 months during permanent loads,

' .3.4.1 > A t t : compments shutdown, ve-ify each energizes the auto
of the ECCS system are : . automatic valve in the - connected toads through ,
inspected periodically to flow path actuates to its the load sequancer.''The
demonstrate system

'

correct position on an $1 toad sequence timer must-
operability.' Each active signal.' operate with each load
conponent of:the ECCS may

.
within 210% of its

be individually actuated 4.5.2.f.3: At least once required time. The test
at any time during' every 18 months during activates all active S!
opcratic1 of_the unit to shutdown, verify that the System co@cner-ts which

'demonstrate operebility. centrifugal. charging receive an Si signs! and
ine operability of at' ptsrps s.rd LMS! puvs verifies the appropriate

demonstrated by- '
start automatically upon circuit t,reaker andleast.1- HHS! cup le

'
receipt of an 51 signa!. covent responses,

continuously charging :
while at power, ' Test ir,g
on the.other two pumps [
can be performed white at ' '

power by using the
min:ase flow recirc line.
Tests of the LHS! ptmps
erg. toys the minimum flow
recire. test line which i ,;

returns to the %tST. |
'

W

i
|
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SLCR SYSTEM DFSCRIPTION

Figure B provides a diagram of the SCLR System.

The SLCRS contains two 50,000 cfm exhaust fans VS-F-4A&B and two 36,000 cfm capacity
roughing-charcoal-HEPA main filter banks. One fan is normally in service with the filter
banks bypassed through VS-D-4-1 A&B. In this configuration, those areas normally aligned
to the system are being maintained at greater than 0.125" W.G. negative pressure.

In respc,nse to an actuation signal, the filter bank bypass dampers close and the filter bank -

inlet dampers VS-D-4-2A&B open. This allows potentially contaminated air collected from
areas served to be exhausted through the in service filter bank (one bank is normally isolated)
for iodine removal prior to discharge from the SLCRS vent on top of the containment. The
15,000 cfm difference between tilter bank and fan capacity is provided by outside air damper
VS-D-4-33. In addition, on a containment isolation phase B, the charging pump cubicles
ventilation normal exhaust dampers VD-D-3A&B close and the emergency exhaust to SLCRS
dampers VS-D 4-4A&B open to collect leakage from this area. SLCRS actuation signals are
containment isolation phase A, high radiation in containment contiguous areas, spent fuel
storage area, waste gas storage area, and containment (dering refueling). The auxiliary
building is normally exhausted through its own ventilation system. The auxiliary building
radiation monitor signal closes normal exhaust dampers VS-D-7-l&3 close and opens
emergency dampers VS-D-7-2A&4A to align the auxiliary bu.lding shielded areas to the
SLCRS, as well as actuating St.CRS alignment through a filter brak.

In the event of a loss of offsite power coincident with an accident, the safeguards area air
conditioner will loose power. When temperatures in the pump areas reach 110 F, the
individual pump cubicle dampers and outside air dampers open to maintain area temperatures
below 120 F. These dampers are VS-D-12A&B,13A&B 15A&B,16A&B, and 17A&B.

During refueling operations, the containment purge supply and exhaust valves VS-D-5-3A&B
and 5 A&B will be open. The containment high radiation signal will shut these as well as
aligning SLCRS flow through a filter bank.

System flow rates are balanced to assure the required negative pressure, equipment coolingr

capability, and filter bank flow restrictions are met in the post accident lineup.

|
|

|
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}iATRIX CHA'RTS |

The following matrix charts provide a graphic representation of the identified safety functions-
of the Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System, The entries contained in each
column are not exact gr,tes from th_e referenced documents, but are reduced for the sake of
brevity so that the essential technical content is accurately represented as it existed.

~

The numbering scheme used for r,urveillance test procedures provide a code for identifying -
the type of test and its frequency of performance in accordance with the fcilowing:

IBVT = Beaver Valley Test (Unit 1)
_

3BVT = Beaver Valley Test (common to Units 1 & 2)
OST = Operations Surveillance Test
PC = Periodic Cahoration
COL = Checkoff List

Attachment F contains _a complete list of abbresiations and acronyms,

;

!
!
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Attachment 8
SUPPLEMENTARY LLAK CDllEC Of AND RELEASE SYSTE M SURVC tLANCE TESTS, EASE S, AND REQl!!1tEMNT.-

r-
I

SAFETY DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS TECMICAL SURVEfLLANCE AND NOTES AND

f
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS EVALUAT!ONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIF! CATIONS Pt4,4i PPOCEDOJES COMMENTS

t
.

SLtRS Fitter pjiDEM: UFSAR 6.6 & 14.2.1.2: TS 4.7.8.1.a.* OST 1.16.1.2: verifies There is no flow through

Bank -Fi(tet bank rated Charcoal fiiters are to Verify ftow through fitter f(ow through fiiter train the filter banks during

(roughing- airflo. = 36,000 cfm. remove iodine from train once per 31 days. for 15 minutes orme per r.ormat operation.

HEPA+ -Prefitter should be erbaust air; composite TS 4.7.8.1.b: 31 days.

charcoat) changed at .8" d/p, but iodine ef ficiency assmed once per 12 months or 720 OST 1.16.6.7 "SLCRS Results of test

may operate with 4' d/p to be 55% for a fuel hours of op* ration Fitter Efficiency Test." perform nce of CST 1.16.1

During post- in an emergency. hartling accident. HEPA -Verify carbon filters Used in conjunction with & 1.16.2, OST 1.1.3 &

accident - NEPA filters t-hot td be filters rated efficiency remove 299% of refri,eract 38VT 11.60.7 "Jn Place 1.1.5, and IBVT 1.16.01

oueration, changed at 38- O/p, nay = 99.97%. test gas when test?d IAW Filter Monitoring" for in through 1.16.7 included
ANSJ N510-1975 and place filter testing !AW th? ap;)ropriate dsta

fitters operate at 8" dip in an flowrate 36,00 cfm 210%. ANSI N510-1975. sheets frem ganeral
potentialty emergency.
centaminated -Charcoal filt(rs clean -Verify HtPA fitters Acceptance criteria are: procedares and/or

remove 79% of DOP when Charcoal filter laboratory sarple
exhaust si; d/p 2.3", VTM state,

"resistarce across cM ban tested iaw ANS: 4510-1975. efficiency >99% for reports. Results of these

radioactive filters tas very little -Verify carbon fittcr hydrocarbon refrigerant procedares are all withinfor e

iodir>e relation to its 3bility iodine removst efficiency test gas, >90% for the acceptance criteria.

rerrvat. to function." >90% by laboratory radioactive methyl iodine

-The function of charcoal analysis. removal; HEPA filter OST 1.16.6 & 1.16.7

filters is to filter
-iierify system flowrate = efficiency >99% for DOP specified testing which

SLORS exhaust for iodine 36,0'.,0 cfm 110%. removat. verified the bypass

remov9l t' maintain T S 4. 7.8.1. c : 1BVT 1.16.01.03: "SLCRS damers were included in

I offsite doses within once per 18 months Fitter Bank Flow Test" the flow path. The

$ 10CFR100 t imits following -Verify combined measures total filter facility determined that

postulated accicents. HEPA/ Char: oat filter bar* flow via methods of earlier torstir,g had

pressure drop <6" W.G. at a generic air flow overtooked those dampers;

specified flowrate. measurements procedure; this proble a is corrected
-Verify airflow also verifies fitter d/p in the performance copies

distribution to each is wich!n TS timit. reviewed. ,

'

filter cell 220% cf 18VT 1.16.4:_ " Main Filter
Ear * A i r F t ow Al1 T5 sections wereaverage.

| Verify flow diverts to l>istritution Test" w.-red by these

filter train on verifies individual cells procedures.

Ccntainment isolation - ilow t20% of average.

Fhase A signal. OST.1.1.3.5: " Containment
Isolatior Trip Test CIA"

DOP=Dioct yt;91 thal ate Vaifies cornpanent

Particles operation in re,ponse to
a CIA signat [

3

.
,
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- SAFETY ' CESIGN SASIS UFSAt DESCRIPTICES TECHit! CAL SuRvEtttANCE A C
CC8MENTSPLAuf Pat 3CEDURES'

['FLNCTION REQJIREMENTs EVALUATIONS /GJiDaNCE : SMCIFICATICES
_

i
.

StCES Motor; A Fitter Bank bypase ;hese oaacers are not' T} 4.7.8.1.c.3 requires Testing of Cli ? tuation Review.4 last perfor:r- e

Operated ompers (VS-D-4-1 A,6) dircussed in detail in terrify Jf ficw diversion is descritud wbt.r SLCRS copy of OST 1.1.5,6;

Dacpees- close and filter bort the UfSAR om a CIA once per 18 ' titter bares. CIS dancer proper opersiien of
actustion by intet dar pers (VS-D-4- months; no TS requirement actuation testing is charging ptsp cubiete

ESF signat 2A,5) ccen in resportse to #or testing of Odrper acconpitshef-as.oart of oppers m checked.

CIA signal; chereing purc |actuationinresponsetoa OST 1.1.5,6 "Cantcinment

cubiete ocrmat ext eust . ' CIS uct ida.tified. Isolation Trip test, CIS
Train A,8.* The testW s (VS-D-4-3A,8). .|p verifies the dappers me

[ .close, A .; h y einaust
to their required#

| darpers (VS-D-4-4A,8)
I open in response to a Cis post-accident pos!tions.

|. signal.
.

1
f

I

.

4
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EAFETT DESIGN 88,1s UFSQR CECCRkPTIONS TEthMICAL SURVE!LLAN"c ANC. - HC h.S AWD t
Ft.'NCT ION MEQUIRfw.NTE EJALUATIONS/ GUIDANCE

, __ SPECIFICATICWS- PLANT PROCEDUPE3 -D e4ENTS :~.
..

m. -- - ,

'

SLCRS Mete DENOM-16: All danpert - UFSAR Table 5.3-1: f5 4.3.3.1: conthly OST t.43.1: :'TS E m ! red test perfors-nee of CST Id
Cperated that reposition for a CIA Contasreent purge supply functional test of Area ard Process Monitors 1.43.1, 1.43.2, ,

i' Darmers* also reposition in and exhaust isolation radiation ennitoring Functional T+sta conthly aM 18VT C1.~6.01 i

| sactuatior,by
respoJae to Mi-Hi etarm valves closure time is 8 channels 104A&B, 1G3A&8, verificati a that SLCR$ indicated results i

radiation signals froen the' seconds, Other darapcts in asptica' te modes. dam-rs anr* Contaiteent satis actory. !d
,

mor:itors fettowing radiation are not disct.:ssed in Pu~je depers cperate on Contaiment W valve h
C

I monitors: detait. 15 4.9.13.3.1: once per 18 radiation eenitor operetten net verified
senths verity exhaust signais. since these valves are

gRM-VS-105:
i

areas diverts through SLCMS norestly closed steve f

contiguous to the 7?itte banir on a Ni-Ni OST ?.M 2: * Area arxf mode 5. Verifice . hut by' >

centainment monitor rediation signst. Process Mmltors wain.down. I |
- Furictional Test"

,.4RM-v5-106: waste gas quarterly wer'ft:ation of
storage area nonitc - SLCRS darver coeretion 'n f

| response to norriechniot
->

"RM-VS-103A & B: fuet Specification radiation
|

)
building monitors acnitor signate.

|
i
!RM-VS-102A & B: auxiliary *SVT 01.*6.02: "f'uel g

building shie ded areas Buitding ventitation ..

8

er.haust monitors Test" is an 13 mcnth |
s,arveittance which e

RM-vs-105A & B: verifies area nagative !

; contairment purge | pressw e in addition to ! [~

monitors damar operatien by RM-
[*'S-103A&B. ,

The following additionat [
; dampers are repositioNd |

by RM-vs-102 A & 8:
'

-aux building exhaust
3

danpers 1VS D-7-1,3 !
, ,

close, ventitatlan i 3

exhaast to main fitter. | ,

bank darmers 1VS-D-7- g [
2A,4A open.

[J_
F

The following additional
[

damers are closed ty j
RM-VS-104 A 1 B: e ;

.ontairfaent psge sugyty
[

and exhaust darters 1VSD- t
34,38i,5A,58 !

I
i
5

. . _ ,

!
t,

!
:
f

I

k
*

i

5
f

I

I
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SAFETY DESIGN BAF'S LdSAR DESCRIPTIONS TT chm: CAL SURVE!Lt.ANCE AND .NOTts AMD
i comptNrsPLANT FnOCEDURES

FUNCYION REOJ1RE7C.is EVA!.uATIONS/GUICANCE !?ECIFICATIONS g

Contalment g These valves are not Uf SAs Table 5.3-1:
'

TS 4.6.3.1.2.c: once per CST 1.43.1 -TS Reauired test pwfors=nce cery of

Isolation specificatty addressed in specsfies stroke times 18 months verify that Area and Preerss monitors each surveittance test

valves the SLCRS D8D. (5 and 11 seconds). contalruteert purge exhaust Channet Functionet Test": verified purt,e decers

vatwes actuate to the verifies valves stroke in results satisfied tes;; .

closed psitiert on an response to radiation a certance criteria.
The act..ation signal, maaisus sonitor signal.
containment" stroke t me is C secondsi

purge suppiy 'or 3 of the watves, 11 CST t.10 *Cyid 5%toows
and exhaust secends for the fourth. Valves": c.casures valveavalves are strote tires
' included in TS 4.6.1.2.d: cmtainmentthe T!
' ht!"J cf - penetrations are leak este OST 1.44C.1 "Captai e t

'

tested at seest once per Purtta arrl Esaug
| 2r. montt.s; cortined Isotatien Test": verifies |containment |

isolation y valve stroka times within |
valves g eakage for attL

penetrations 5.60 cf La, TS timits prior to core !
i

t . neiere la m ,1% by weigM atterations.
!of contai-s=ent air'per 24 ,I

tvours at 40 psig. TavT 1.47.5 * Type C teek

Test": Tests penetratton ,
|

(La = leakage altewable) teakrate, not individ.stt
valve teakrate; no

c*iteria for individal ,

I
valves.

SLCRS Motor DBD.SSFE. EWSittERING to Technical The USSAR does not discuss 18v7 C2.16 US_*Saf* u.rt5, Last performed 4/17/91

Coersted CALCULAf!DNS: Specification these daroers in any Ptre Cubicles VMtilation Results sati;f actory.

requirements concerning specific detait. Test": This test teer a i

danpers - heat gun and bottled Cat.bration of dancer |
pump cubicle Pu p ct.bicie ar room these damers were i

'

f rean to vees ty de per , actuatirsg themostats
and outsfoe . exhaust dameis op3n at ' identified.

metion arc atarma in is now being performed in
air danper 110*F; outside air

respmse te eres reaponse to a f acility
actuation by dwmers em when thermostats. The ;est SSFE recorwomdation;
srea high .tbiete/ ares exhaust verifies oniy that dag er calibratiers was done fer
tecperature dampers are futiy cpen or alarm actuation tne test perto-inance.
to maintain , occurs; actuet setpoint [area outside air intet temperatures eee checked -

terrperature damers: . vis a con +act py creter,
'

within - VS-D-4-12A,8 g

3 but tnese are net test
envi rorvnentat - VS-D-4-13A.P acceptance criteria.
qualification - VS-D-4-14A,8
tercerature -

of 120*F. room / area exhaust
dancers:

I - VS-D-4-15A,8
- VS-D-4-164,8

1 - vs-D-4-17A,8-

i

~

6

_
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-$6FETY DEstG3 SASIS UF50R DESCRIPTIONS TECHNICAL SLAYEILLANCE ANS kCTES AND j i
FUNCTION RE00iPEMENTS EVAtt!ATi"4S/ GUIDANCE . SPECIFICAT!ONS PLAaf PROC'JXJRES CmMEnts ;

J SLCRS QRD: Capacity'*50,000 USSAR 6 4: "The t.S. 114.7.8 st G s: JByT 1.16.1.t asLCC Last performed 9/16/91.
Exhaust Faw SC m; 150 Morsep wer swS enentary tea 6 No specific f an capacity Fitter Banit Ftcw Testa: Results satisfactory.t

,

actor at 1180 c;rn -
under post

'

cettection and re este testirs is regsf red. A- " sed in cociunction with

accident '
system consists of twe . reautred system flowrote generic air flow
100% capacity lesk. of 36,000 210% efs thrtugh measurepent methods

conditions,. cettecti e. exhaust fans the charcoal filters is procedure to verify total ,

the with a design capacity of verified at teest once ser fitter bank flow = 3e 000
in-service 50,000 efa each. The 12 months efe 210%. t

fan draes capacity of each fan is- r.i

| approximately in excess of the '

i; 36,000 cfm estimated air inteekage
'

through the - to the containment
fitters and contiguous areas, fuel
enhausts to a trailding and waste gas ,

'i vent on top storage areas.*
j of the

containment..
J

$

k.

4

,

<

$

I
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1
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LI |i SAFETY DEStGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTION $ TECH 41 CAL SURvtILLt.uCE tJiD NO*ts AND,

FUNCTION REQUIEEMENTS EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS | PLANT PROCEDURES CC'XuTS'

SLCRS system Desion Calculations: tJFSAR 6.6: The SLCRS is T.S. 4.9.13.b: The fuet liinfT 02.16.05 "$LCRS Last record perforsumce
Ttow designed to maintain .125 building ventitation Safecuseds setene. Test": of each surveittance
Balancing -Adequate flow volune to irches W G. negative system shalt tM Balances flow and Indicated the safe,sards

,

i maintain areas served at pressure in most areas demonstrated operable at verifies negative e es balance total .ecirc '

'
Positioning .125 inches water cause coctiguous to the teast once per 18 sariths pressure in safeguards spray / Low head SI flow
of flow negative pressure contairunent, in by: verifying that the area with system in post was left at 5453 cfe,
balancing contairunent during ventitation system accident tire;p. (slightly tou).
dr oers to -Adequate flow votwie to refueling, in the waste maintains the spent fuel Acceptance criteria are: Individaal pusips were not !

control flow maintain adeQJate gas storage area, end in storagt area at a n*gative .125 inch W.G. negative measured. Other resutts !
Idistribution equiptert cooling darouJ the fuel building. pressure of 21/8 inches pressure were within acceptance

and total a DftA/ loss, of of fsite W.G. relative to the - 1548 cfm from recirc criteria. The magnehelic o

flow. power; maintain room The p:rst accident outside atmosphere during 'i spray pump cubicles d/p gauges specified by E

1279 sfm from tow head the procedare have not Itecperatures 5120*F. equipnent cooling system operation.
| * 51 pure cubiclesCurrent @y function was not been calibrated since

calculations (not addressed. - 3096 cfm from aux I instattation. A portable,

original design) provide fect/oJench spray prps d/p instrwiert was used i
the following flow area to verify gauge readings i

' numbers: - <17,500 cfm totat from during this perfoemance. [
safeguards area n

'

1

charging pwos: 2800 efm - fiiter banit fIou 36,000 Atthough no surveltIance
,

foe A&B purrps, 297) cfm ctm 210%; d/p 56" W.G. existed for the charg;ng
'

f or C punt across charcoat & MEPA purp cubicles, a*

- 5654 cfm total from Teeporary Operating;
.

1548 combined recirc spray Procedtre was performed ;recirc spra y purps:
cfm and 51 pump c Wictes if in response to an SSFE

|individual flow is not observation. The as-found 3

tow head SI punps: 1279 measured flows we e unacceptably I
i cfm tow dJe to a f ailed
"

1BVT T.16.6. "#EFUELING darper. The as-teft I

aux feed / quench spray VENT!t ATices bat _ AwC14G" condition exceaded the I
purnps: 3076 cfa most recently calcutated I

- Verifles .125 inches sininn f(ows. I

negative pressure in fuet
[building and contairewnt At the time of this

durin refueling, inspetion, a'

balances contairusent rectLculation of SLCRS
venti 1ation fIou at 7500 required fIows and
$10% cfm. develcunent of a new a

periodic flow bata m ng I

ro periodic procedure procedJre was in progress |e

turrently esisted to as corrective action for
verify chargir*g pwp this deficiency. |
ctsoicte f.ow. |

6
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SA?ETY- DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS TECM ICt.L SURVE!LLANCE AND #CTES AND 4.-

! FUNCTION 'RE WIREMENTS EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE ! SPECIFICATIONS PLANT SPOCEDutES COMMENTS
?- ' _i
: Charcoat System actuates en high UTSAR Section 9.10: emin Fire suppression systems SLCAS Nsrmal Systee These particutur solenoid

filter High tenverature in charccat ' filter bar* charcoat are not ackdressed in Asi 3_~,t - valves are valves in the SLCRS were
. Tenperature - filter beds to prevent ' 'cetts are served by an Technical Specifications- norretty clos =3. verified to be normally

| Detectors; release of fittered automatically and (deleted by _. A t (The operability of fire cicsed to prevent filter
! solenoid materfal.- marnalty actueted 136). detection and s e sion twe 'cypass in accordance
! operated sprinkter system. syste w was ret evaluated with the Normal System
i deluge during this l e tion). Arrangenmt es

valves. reconenended tP a facility
Safety Systec Functional

!- Valves must Evaluation
be normstiy
closed to

i prevent a

} bypss path
i around the

[.| filter banks

I
'

.

-

|
~
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|
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Figure C provides a diagram of the Auxiliary Feedwater System.

The AFWS uses two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (IFW P-3A and 3B) and one
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (lFW-P-2) to ensure a means of injecting AFW<

remains available during a design basis acci&nt with a loss-of-of fsite power. A dediceed
source of AFW is provided by the primry plant demineralized water storage tank
(PPDWST), with an alternate water supply from the safety-grade river water system. The.

suction of the AFWPs are normally aligned to the PPDWST through individual supply lina.

The discharge of each AFWP is capable of being routed through two independent discharge
headers. Each of the hiDAFWPs is aligned to a different discharge header. In turn, each
discharge header can provide AFW flow to any on of the three SGs using the main FW
lines downstream of the FW system isolation valves. This allows the main FW lines to be
isolated from the containment and still be able to inject AFW Dow into the SGs.

AFW flow is controlled using the six motor operated valves (h10V-lFW-151 A through F)
kicated in each of the discharge lines to all three SGs. The AFWs requires the operator to
maintain SG water level manually by throttling the required h10V (151 A through F), or
securing AFWPs, after SG water level has beca recovered. Operator actions can be
accomplished from the control room or, if needed, from the remote shutdown panel.

The c.ystem was designed to have a continuous recirculation Dow from each pump baek to the
PPfsWST This flow provides pump and turbine bearing lubricating oil cooling. Also, for
testmg or long term pump operation with the discharge v.dves shut, a larger recirculation line
has been provided for each pump. The flow through the long term recirculation line is
controlled using flow control valves (FCV-lFW-103 A, B, and 102) and restricting orifices.
To protect the pump during pump starts. the flow control valves open and remain open until
pump suction Dow has increased suf6ciently (above about 135 pm for the h1DAFWPs and3
about 230 gpm for the TDAFWP) for continuous pump operation.

Power is supplied to the h1DAi'WPs from the emergency busses, with mch h1DAFWP
powered from different EDGs during a loss-of-offsite power. Steam to the TDAFWP is
available from all three SGs through separate lines provided to a common header and
isolation valve (h10V-lh1S-105). The isolation valve is normally open and provides steam to
two parallel, redundant air operated trip valves (TV-lhiS-105A and B) that are normally
closed. When a TDAFWP start signai is received, the air is vented off the air operated
valve (AOV) when the solenoid operated valve (SOV) de-energizes and opens. This opens
TV-lhiS-105A(B), allowing steam to flow to the TDAFWP turbine,

,

_
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Instrumentation and controls are provided ta the control room operators to momtor and.

control AFWP Dow rates to cach SG, MOV-lFW-15 A through F, and TV-lMS-105 A
and -105B in both the control room and the remote shutdown panel. Additional
instrumentation is provided to measure pamp suction c.nd discharge pressures and pump
sucticn Gow for testing. The pump suction flow instrumentation (FIS lFW-152 and
151 A(ll)) are also used to control the flow control vahes in the long term recirculation lines.

<

M VIltlXfMAKIS

The following matrix charts provide a graphic representation of the identiGed ufety functicas
of the Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System. The catries contained in ea:h
column are not exact quotes from the referenced documents, but are reduced for the sake of _

"
brevity so that the ce.3ential technical content is accurately repsented as it existed.

The numbering .cherne used foi surveillance test procedures ptovide a code for identifying
the type of test and its frequency of performance in accordance with the following:

IBVT = lleaser Valley Test (Unit 1)
3BVT = fleaver Valley Test (common to Units 1 & 2)
OST = Operations Surveillance Test

(R) = Peuormed each refueling
(Q) = Performed quarterly
(M) = Performed monthly

Attwhment F contains a complete list of abbreviations and acronyms.

-
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; AUKILIARY f'EEDunTER SYSTEN SERwEILtAaCE TESTS, BASES, Ass DEeutRENWTS [
i[ ~ l

.

s

.
SAFiTY ' DES 104 BASIS. tJFSt.R DESCRIPT!tWS/

. y SPECIFICATIONS P' ANT FROCP/EES COMMEuTS

TECHNICAL St'RVEILLAhCE AND WOTES AND L

[ FLACTICW REQU18EMENTS EVALuA110NS/ GUIDANCE *

.

, r
gi -SYSTEM % 51GW.. i

SAFETY r
ftfMCTIOms ' !

. l. .

AFWS - min 350 i,pm . * AFWS - source of FW to - Q M - 3 SG AFWP and (Individual car p ent . CLC has revised the
,

AFWS -; *p
1:- amergency total flow to 2 SGt w/in SGs. ensures safe S/D flo. paths shatt.be tes eequirements are minlass acceptable t

f sou ce of FW 1 enin. fc. :
.

for: operable with: described in the operating capacity of the [
i

[ .to SGs backup (T) toss of normal FW (1) c: sin turbine trip w/ fottewing charts) AFWS frorm 350 gas to 315 1 |
F to normat- (2) Loco w/Rx trip (toss . toss of normal power (a) 2 ArWPs, each capaote gps for the K'AFWPs end t

FWS. .. of norset FW)' (2) toss of normat FW of being powered from to 609 spe from 700 apn {
'

[ (3) secondary side . (3) LOC? AFWS minimum 3t0 seoarate emergency busses for the TDArWP. {
i rupture- g;n to SGs. Westin;pouse has analyt~J !

i. (4) C/D after SG tube
. AFvPs start w/in 1 min being powered free for the afks to fulfitt j ;

(b) 1 AFWP capable of these flows as adequate -j
i . ruptur e --

; w/ loss of all A/C w/ toss. operab*e stm supply system its design safety i
*. Main FW tine breet - of normal FW. . , functi:ns. L

AFWS feed rate of 350 993 4,7.1.b.1 S 2 - double ip
, Major rupture of a

_

it' and the capacity of 1 verify non-locked valve*

MDAFW main FW pipe. 4FW flow positions
i; rate 350 gpra and the
[- ~ * 350 gpm to'SG adequate capacity of 1 MDAFWP 4.7.1.2.e - Af ter exterded
j; to protect core and outage verify AFW flow |
J ensure an orderly C/D. ..When MS pressure frora WT-TK-10 to 50s with (

*

Westingnouse calculation not ade<suste to operate AFVS in normat alignment 6

j DLW-91-009 fomd 315 gom TDAFWP, dMR need reduced
-i from MDAFWFs adaquate where RHR system can be 3/4.7.1.2 - Bases
!^ used
| AFWS can maintain 350' operability of AF O s !. .

AFWS operating acad = ensures the RCS can be !gpm after accident for: *i
r (1) 2 hrs at hot S/D 2696 ft (1167 psid) cooled down to <350*F from [
p (2) ac*11tional C/D' NCP/WO( wIth Ioss of |
4 to tower hot leg te m *= AFWS assures FW witt power.

to 350*F s.here RP.R be avaltable so no y

can operate substantfal overpress of 90AFW s can detiver 350 |*

RC: Salt occur and RCS spm at 1133 psig to SGs. j
AFWS op press > 2nd levet shall be sufficient TDAFWP can deltver 700 gprs '.

(;.
Lowest MSSV setpoint plus to cover the RA at att et 1133 psig to the SG. h
set press tolerance of' times This capacity ensures |
1096 ps!/2532 fI adecuate FV f tou is i

available to remove decay }heat and reduce RCS temp t
to <350'F where RHR fystem (
ma/ be placed into | f
operation. s j

.

!

i
!

i
t
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SAIETY , DESIGN BASIS' UFSAR DESCRIPTIOU TEchtICAL SURYEILLCCCE AND sg3TES AND '

.[
j FUNCTIO 4 REQUIRf8ENTS - EVAlt:ATIONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICr.TIONS Pt.AW) PROCEDURES CrasegqTS,-

b"
. INTER ' I
|

. ._. _ |.
!SUPPLIES

PPOWST , Dedicated source of' Provides direct source of 3/4.7.T.3 Each shift the operators !

f.

(1WT-TK-10) condensate _ quality wate- water to the suction of record the PPDMST level I
i to the sucticn of each the AFWPS PPOWST shalt be operable in their TS tog sheets [

*

j; AFWPs.
'

I with a minim a contained ! '

Tank. capacity = 140,000 votune of 140,000 ga1 tons
Max capacity = 152,000 gations
gations. The PPDWST shalt be

Water in tank between : demonstrated operable at.
Provides sufficient water 35'F and 120''T - 35*F - teast once per 12 hours by
for the unit to be used for thermat shock, verifying the water level
maintained in a hot 120*F used when+ '

standby' condition for at~ considering AFWs' water 3/4.7.T.3 Bases *

teast 9 hours without enthalpy i

sakets to the tank fran The opetability of the
|the safety-related river PPDWST with the minimure e

|. wat y system water volune ensures thst U
'

sufficient water is !

Provined with freeze available for cooldohn of [j. protecticn neaters - tank the RCS to <350*F it, the .;
i terop. esintained between event of a total loss of !

40*F Eo 120*F offsite power. The {
,

'
; minimum water volune is :

j. PPOWST Volune required to sufficient to maintain the !
; atlow 2-hour hold at hot Rft at hot standby for 9 [

standby,,followed by a h > s with steam discharge
|

: cooldown to 350*F = ~ to atmosphere !

! 109,100 gettons (DLC 3

Analysis 8700-DMC-2221) [
*

t,
' PPOWST volume required to
, maintain hot stan &y for

.

| 9 hours - 111,520 gations ;
(DLC Anatysis 8700-CMC-,

| 2219) at a 'maximun water ;
' te v rature of 120*F *

(' !.

i Useable voluma of, PPWST I I
! = 129,425 gations'- |

'

I

.

!
t

j. [

t
t

t

II '

?

h.

-o :
+

b
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SAFE!Y DEStGN BASIS OFSAR DESCRIPT!C3 TECHNICAL SURVEILLA%CE AND MCTES KuD
i FUNCTIOd RFOUIREMENTS EVAf.UATIONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIF. CAT!CNS PLA4T PROCEDURFS COMMENTS p

WATER
SUPPLIES

i ,

:=: ,-

Atternate h header of rher water The AFWPs can also be 4.7,1.2.b.4 OST i.24.10 ( q 1/21/92 Perfor m ,re ;

Water systems eso provide water su@ lied f rora the river (1) 1RW-206, 207, 208,'

Supoties to to suction of the AFWPS water pumps or the engine Verify operat>it ity o" ea W Acceptance Criteria: 209, & 21G cycled
A driven fire pupp via one niver Water Auxilia y (1) Each RW supply valve (') d 2 te wrified:R

Isolated f ras AFWS by of the river water system Sgply valve by evcling to the AFWS cycled 1RW-206 lock d shut r

menuet vatwes (1RW-206, headers each manual River Vater to thru 1 carelete cycle 1RW-207 shut ti

207, 208, 209 and 210) AFWS valve through one of travet 1RW-203 shut i
ati normaity shut with ctmpiete crc!e. 1RW 209 shut
1RW-206 tocked shut 1RW-210 shut
requires operator action'

at AFWP tocation to
'tires A river W.ter

beader j

4 Motor driven river water
(9,000 gpm each at 155 ft [
TDM) or engine-driven
fire pump (2500 gpm at
289 ft TDH) provide a
source for the 'A' river |
water header '

| I

! :
4

>

. r

1 !

'
i

i

i

I
i
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SAFETY DES:GO BASIS | UFSAR DESCRIPTICJ TECHNICQL SURVEiLLAOCE CND WOTES AND
FUNCTION |- REC >JIRE%iWTS | EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPECIFICATICNS PLANT PFs0CEDURES CCMMENTSy ww

euMPS I
-.

Limiting Pum AFWS cen mitigate tmth AFWS ensures FW supply of 4.7.1.2 - Surweillance Off 1.24.2 (Q) 2/2/91 performance data
Perfoerrrsnce LOCA and non-LOCA events $340 spm uoan toss of Requi remerits: Accept Criteria satisfactory
Requirements I with MDAfWP min op flow power since each MDA(WP iST (1) >1155 osig on recirc g

>3'S gpm to the SG capacity = 350 gpre and (1) verify that ai recire (2) >1270 psid on recire 12/4/91 performance data g
MDAFWPS (Westinghouse Ar.atysis IDAFWP = 700 gpm - main flow MDAFWPs devetcp a (3) w/in Sec x! purno satisfactory n

(1FW-P-3A 0LW 91-009) FW tine break AFVS disch press 311'i3 psig limit I

and 38) delivers 350 gpm plus the (2) verify that on rectre (4) starts from CR/SDP
' _Ptrv (specs - BVS 112} MCAFWP capacity, 350 gpm flo. TDAFWP develops a

(1) op te m = 32-120*F at 2696 ft TDM <iisch press 11155 psig OST 1.24.8 (R) and t f ore 11/25/91 performance data
(2) TD6i = 2696 ft w/ secondary stm press startoo after >30 day satisfactory for pu m
(3) required WPSH = 17 ft Puys start signals: >600 psig cutage: tFV-P-3A
(4) avait NPSH = 25.9 ft (1) 10-10 levet in 2/3 Accept criteria

SGs After extendet ot.tage, (1) MDAFWPs develop d/p 11/4/91 performa ce data

Each MDAFWD dat ivers (2) both NFWPs stopped verify AFVS flow from WT- w/in 0.93 (0.97) to satisf actory for pum
water to a seperate AFWS & either control twitch TD 10 to SG with AFWS in 1.02 cf performance 1FW-P-38
header for MFWP (1FW-P16 /1Ftr-P- nemtal aligreient curve data

1A) in etcse and after (2) 1 350 spm to *Gs
ptrnps start on the close position Each 18 n:onths during
following signals: (3) 51 signat shutdown: varif y each puy OST 1.24.5 (R). 6/11/91 performance data
(1) to-lo tevet in 2 out (4) TLAFWP iow discharge auto starts on test signal Accept criteria satisfactory
of 3 SGs pressure (1) disch press 1 *551

(2) auto trip cf both (5) manuet start 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-5 pstg w/in 60 see of Si
main FW planps (6) loss of ?W in 2 of 3 McAFWo Response time at t s| gnat
(3) SI sig at FW toops via ArWS signets = 60 sec. (2) auta . tart on SI si(;

(4) faiture of TDAFWP mitigating system (3) receive start signal

(5) manust start actuation circuitry 3/4.7.1.2 Bases on 2 of 3 SG to-to
MDA<WPs each capable of a tevet signals

Started frars controt room g MDAFWPs started from totat FW flow of 350 g;rt

or shutdown panel |controlroomorSDP at a press cf 1133 psig to OST 1.24.6 (R) 4/13/91 performance data
* the entrance of the SGs Accept criteria satisfactog

Auto starts must be Auto starts within one (1) auto start w/ trip of

comleted within one minute for blackout 4.0.5 main feed punp
| minute of the initiat hg conditions and toss of Test ASME purps and valves (2) SG flow >350 gpm 60 s

event normat feedwater shalt be performad law The MDAFLFs no longer
Section kl ASME B&PV code start on a si.atsined low

The miaix a capacity of dischrsge prassure of the
the MDAFWPs and TD1% 4;3.2.11. Table 4.3-2, TDAFWP. The licensee has

,

have been decreased to [ach ESF actuation system modified the system to
315 gpm and 609 g;n channet shati be renove this ftsiction (DLC
respectively. ormonstrated operable by I'esign Concept docureent
Westinghouse has analyzed performance of the channel 8700-DC-1423-0 provices
the reduced flows as check, channel calibration the engincaring analysis
acceptaote. and channet functional for the modification).

test during the modes and The next tgste to the
the frequencies shown in (IFSAR will docunent tris
Table 4.3-2 change. !

~ _ _ .
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SAFETY. DESIGr BASIS UFSDR DESCRIPTION: TECNCICAL SURVEILLPf*CE AND COTES AND i

fUNCTIOst ' REQUIREMENTS.' ' EVALUATIONS /GUIDAKCE SFECtFICATIONS. PLANT PROCEDURES | COMwEETS -
,

*i

{- I PUMPS !

TDAFWP. TDAFWP princioet punp of ' Turbine Drive: _
. 3.3.2.1. Tabte 3.3-5 OST 1.24.9 (a)'and S/U 11/28/91 performere, datah''

(1FW-P-2) AFWS - MDAFWPs beckups (1, norm stm = 1100 psig ESF activation system after $30 outece satisfactory !

&

.

(2) att stm = 600 psig
TDArWP required to start . (3) pm p capacity ~

response times: Accept criteria: ;

(1) SG water levet to-to: (1) disch press 11155 ;

w/in t-min of event adequate above 125 TDAFWP = 60 see w/ secondary sta press i
resulting in start signat 'psig sta press (2) edervottage 9CP: >600 w/in 60 see of 2 out .1

' '

(4) exhaust to atmosphere TD!.FWP = 60 sec 3 PCP bus undervoltage :

|Dum(BvS-112) . (5) sto from each SG' signet. (2) w/in ASME I

(1) tenp 32 to 120*r (6) sta lines under MS 3/4.7.1.2 Rases See XI puso limits and |
(2) 704 = 2696 ft

.

pressure
.

> MOP curve i,

'(3) efficiency 74% '
.

(7) single intet, single TDAFVP capable of a 'stal (3) vibration w/in ASME '!'

(4) 6 stage centrifugal stage tnit FW flow of 700 gpm at a limits
#

. (5) EHp(nor/ max)= 675/730 press of 1133 osig to the 1/21/92 perfr e e data

| (6) req. NPSH = 19 ft Ptro; entrame of the SGs. CST 1.24.4 (Q) satisfactor*'
(7) avail NPSH = 25.9 ft (1) 700 wus a 2696 ft Accept Criteria:

,
u

t,

(8) speet 4200 rpm TDn (10.3.5.2.2) (1) disch press 3 155 on !1

-

f
,

(9) flo.s - 700 gpm to SG (2) prim ey system pump rectre w/ secondary stem !
- -(10.3.5.2.2) press >600 psig. !

TDAFWP starts on: (2) w/in #SMS See x1 pso |
l (1) to-lo SG tevet-1 SG TDAFWP starts on: timits
i- (2) undervoit on 2 of 3- (1) to-to tvt in any SG 5/10/91 Performance Data I

RCP busses (2) sidervoltage on any 2 OST 1.24.5 (R) Satisfactory i+

! (3) manuet start . RCP busses Accept Criteria: !
i (3) marwat rttuation (1) TDATWP teceives start i

h (4) loss of FW in ar y 2 signat (trip watwes cpen) !
i out of 3 FW loops via on receiving a 2/3 ECPs t

i AMSAC bus mdervettege signet i
(2) TDAFWP receives st rt ,

,

signal (trip valves open) [
'

on receiving a SG to-lo ;

". 6/28/91 Performance Data ;

CST 1.24.13 (R) Satisfactory
!. Ac ept criteria:

(1) oversoeed trip scurs<

j- between 4780 aM 4880 rpm y ;

i -I ;
i i

4
,

; -

II
-

i

i

: i
i r

t
!

, i

s

-
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,

!
'
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SArETT DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTION / TECivNICAL SURVE!Lt/ ACE AND #CTks AND
FUNCTION k REQUIREMENTS EVALUAT10NS/CUIDANCE SPECIFIC 4TIONS PtANT PROCEDtSEs CCMsENTS

CMFCK VALVES
_ l

'

TDAFWD $ team * in lines 7 rom each SG check valve in line 4.0.5 - ASME corponents 057 1.24.9 (P.and efter S/D 11/28/93 performance data*

p ty Chack'S * 3 in check viv from each SG , shall be tested law Section >30 days) sttisfactory
3 in size (Fig 10.3-1) XI Acceptsnce Criteris:valves . Mfg spac teak ra:e = .

(1MS15.19.20) 10 cc/hr water or 0.3 + 1MS-18,19,20 (1) (1MS-15,19,20) emer
scfh air (EvS-207, MSS + Partial stroke, fwd otr; fwd dir - op verified t

'SP-61) futi stroke, fwd dir; futt sta flow adequate to
'stroke, rev dir teak test ensure totat >T00 sps to

* Partial stroke, fwd dir, the SGS (futt strc4re, f wd
j' perfort.M quarterly dir)

* Full stroke, fws dir
performed at cold S/D OST 1.24.4 E 1/21/92 Perfo-mence Date |

* Full stroke, rev dir leak Accept Criteria Satisfactory |
test each refueling. (1) Tuarwp >1150 psig or.

retire fIow w/secondry
steare p us >600 psig

(?) TDAFWP w/in ASME punp
,

!

timits

(3) 2 of 3 cteck valves *
,

'
(1MS-18,19,M) operate |
per ASME :W -3520;
cperat'or,verifiec if

steam flow adequate to l

meet 1st 2 weeptance !
criteria (eartial !
stroke / fwd dir) !

6/23/91 performance: |
.

Svi 1.60.7 ASwe 1MS-18 = 922.1 sefd !

.| Acceptance Criteria: 1MS-19 = 900.0 scfd
1 1MS-15,19,20 seat leakage 1MS-20 = 261.0 sefd

21010 scfd (ASME timit)

[

i

:
t

;

.

.f

,

r

[

8

,

6 - - - - _ _ - _ _ - . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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> I SURVEfLLANCE AND NOTE. ANDr

I DESIGN basis (JFSAR DESCRIPilON/ TECHNICAL
| SAFETY

FUNCTION | REQif,REMf MTS EVALUATIONS /GJ! DANCE SPEC 18tCATIONS | f4 ANT PROCEDURES C!MeENTS

|,

CNECK VALVES
!

| 1:achpumphasaseparate 4,0.5: IST testing; OST 1.24.9 (R and aft w 11/28/91 Perfore v e
AFWP Each punp has a separate S D >30 days) Data: flow to a SCs =l1FW-33,34,35
Discharge disch check valve disch check viv *

Check Valves * 1FW-33: 6 in. .
TDAFWP - 6 in. site * Fuli strebe, fwd die; Acceptance Criteria: 730 gen; passes |tru 1FW-

(1FW 33. 34 (1) mfg teak rite = 60 = MDAFWP - 4 in. size rev dir perfoemed in cold frw-35 exercise fwd ficw 35

& 35) cc/hr (Fig 10.3-5) $/D corditiorm- W ASFE Sec XI (futt
strcke fW)

(2) frort TDAFWP
1FW.34/35: 4 in. GST 1.24.8 (R and aftez 11/4/91 Perf or1moce Data:,

| J/D >30 days) (1) IFW-P-38 runnirm
(1) refg leak rate = 40 Acceptary:e criteria: flew to sGs 3350 gpm (375

cc/hr water or 0.4 (1) 1FW-34/35 operable sprr.) - 1FW-35 passes futt j

| scfh air (avs-209 MSS iper ASME-verif y valves flow (futt strM e, fwd)
!SP-61) open/ seat (futt stroke, 11/25/91 Perf ormance g,

(2) fc? MDAFWPs f d dir, rev dir) Data: | |l'
' |

(2) 15W-33 operabte par (2) 1FW-P-34 running -
IASFE - valve seats flow ts. SGs 1350 spm

g procerty (365 gors) - 1rw-34 passes
fut1 ptep flow (full

stroke f wd)

.

AFWS A & 5 * Each AFWS acader - = Each header - separate + 1FW-622, 623, 62/., 625, chi 1.24.8 (7) and e ter 11/4/91 Perfoemance ;.ata:8

Mender CMck s @ arate check valve for cneck ,alve for each SG 626, 627 s/D >50 days a header test only

watves each SG - 3 in size (Fig 10.3-5) ofutt stroke, fwd dir; Accepta.'ce criteria: (*) 1FW-623,625,627 sat

Mfg leak rate = 30 full streke, rev cf r (1; 1FW-622, 623, 624, full stroke f 4; (2) 1FW-
FW-6222 + Ferform in cold S/D 625, 626, 627 ener 622,624,626 rev dir saat.

625. 624, cc/he i.ater or 0.3 scfh conditions cpm / seat preperly as test sr.tisfsetory

625. 6?6 & air (SVS-207, MSS SP-61) r* quired by ASME Sec Xi
627]

_

L .

.

9

. - . _ _ _ _ _ .
, u ,
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SAFETY- 'CE$1CN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIPTICW TECHNICAL SURVEILLat:CE AG ~ NOTES AND e

: FUNCTION REQUIREMENTJ EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDUPES- | COMMENTS !

'

CHECK VALVES

in each' supply line to' . check' valve in each<- CFVS Intet to 1FW-42,43,44 OST 1.24,8 (R) and efter 11/4/91 Performance Data:e .

| ., Main FW tine. ecch main feed line . supply line to each main Fult stroke,- fwd dir, s/D * Egg 1 1FU 43, 43, 44 passed
|

.
- Check Valves? 3 in Crane check valves feed line

.
reverse dir Acceptc te criteria: full AFW flow to the SGs v

'sult stroke, fwd dir ('y t*s-42,43,64 i(1FW-42,43. &~ Mfg teak rate = 30 * 3-in site (Fig 10.3-5)'. .

; 4_4J cc/hr water or 0.3 scfh done at cold shutdown - ; enreised opm as '

.

air (SYS-207, MSS SP-61) frequency * e* g ired by ASME.Sec XT ;
4

h Ost 1.24.11 (R) 6/13/91 Ferformance Data,
| Acceptave Criteria: 1FW-42 = 1.14 gpn; +

j (12 rev flow leakege 1FW-43 = 0.1 gps; i
i calcutated to be 15 gpm 1FW-44 = 0 gpa i

for 1FW-C ,43,44 (cold ii
I S/D w/ SG tevet >85% wide )
! range - teskage collected [
'

at.t m press side drain -

t
'of flow tre.nsmitters -

'- L._ . .f;

; 1
!

i

!

,. I
f,'

y

'
1 ;l

f f

i

r

e

4

i
r

'

.

i..
t
i

;

.t.
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SAFETY f DES;CN BASIS UFSAP DESCRIPTICW/ TECHNICAL
'

SURVEILLAECE AND i NOTES AND

FUNCT IOes j REQUldEMENTS EVAltJATIONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT FROCEDURES | COMpetETS
,

MOTOR
OPERATED -
VC1VES

===

AFW thrattle' * SG 1A from 151 E & F * norret ty open 4.7.1.2.b.1&2 OST 1.24.8/1.24.9 (R)* 11/5/91 pr-formance data:

Valvel * SG 1B from 151 C & D + automatic operation Verify every 31 days to tie * Acceptance criteria: (1) 151 A.C.E upen

,1fW-151A - F * SG 1C from I51 A & 8 * S0P controts available 'n proper position (1) 41 verify p3sitices* 11/27/91 performance
data: (1) 151 8,0,F open

+ at t normat t y open
+ receive tscktp opan 4. 7.1. 2.d

signat - stars in 30 Every 18 months during S/D CST 1.24.10 (M) 1/21/92 performarce dsta
(1) cycle pwr op (exclude Acceptance Criteria: (1) 151A thru F open

seconds
* SDP controts avait auto) vlv in flow path (1) non-tocked vivs dbt

not testacle during verify positico
i design leak rate =

0.023 g m (Bvs-653) ops thru 1 cycle fuit

travet est 1.24.5/1.24.9 (R) 6/10/91 perforarmce cata:,

(2) vertfy each auts vtv Acceptance criteria: (1) close 151 8,D,F

actuates to correct (1) rec'v suto open sig (2) test signat - 151

position on test sig - travet in open dir 8, C, F open w/ signal
(2) at t auto vtvs to 6/12/91 performance data:

4.6.3.1.1.s (contain isol) correct position on (1) d ose 151 A,C.E
Every 72 cays test signal (2) test signat - 151

(1) cycle thru 1 cycle A, C, E coen w/signst
full tre nt CST 1.24.1 (0)

Acceptance Criteria 12/18/91 data (seconds)
4.6.3.1.2 (1) cycle thru 1 cycle 514 = 26.68 (+0.7%)*

Cold S/D or Refueling every (2) w/in ASME stroke open *1518 = 29.6 (+0.6%)
18 months time timit 151C = 28.23 (+3.25%)
(C) cycle eacn viv thru (3) cpen stroke times not -1510 29.63 (+0.3%)

1 cycle of full travet increased by: sis 1E = 27.2 (*1.3%)
and measure intation >25% if >10 see stroke 151F = 29.69 (+0.7%)

>50% if <10 sec stro6e Att times sat2tme.
(4) annual stroke open 2/12/91 data from SDP

Tab:e 3.6-1 Strake tines from SDP 151A = 26.66 (+0.o%) |

*1518 = 29.69 (+0.24%) | I* isolation times a N/A
l151C = 27.93 (+0.54%)

| l1510 e 29.73 (-0.34%;
M seasure stroke time4

j*151E = 28.33 (+0.35%)open iaw ASME Sec XI
=c51F = 29.91 (-1.38%)

Att times sat

t TS lists the MOVs as
contairuwnt isolation
valves, but isolation i

'

times are specified as
not appticable.

The valve stroke dats
obtained duriN testing
has been for opening

times to satisfy A$s*E
Section M! requirements. j

l
= _.

11
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SA~ETY DESIGN BASIS i titSAlt CESCRIPTION TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE KJe0 NOTES AND

| g- FUNCTION ( REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS /GUIDJWCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCECTcES CDesCNTS

i, . secrz & A0Ws
_

- I

_

.TDArWP Stm o parattet/ redundant sta Not disetssed 4.7.1.2.d.2 Verify each OST 1.24.9 (R) 11/23/91 Performance
,

Stcoty Vivs supply trip valves auto valve actuates to the Acceptance Criteria: Data::
3 in, 600lb class correct position on a test (1) TV-1MS-105s/B go to (1) Train A test signal -TV-1MS-105A/E *

,.

| solenoid actuated, A0Vs signat open position on test TV-1MS-1JSA goes open sat
open when solenoid signal (2) Train 8 test signet -*;:

' de-energized vents air.. 4.0.5: TV 1MS-1058 goes opei sat
cor-trol switch in CR cseosure stroke time cpen*

and SDP law ASME Sec XI OST 1.24.4 (C) 1/21/92 Performance Data:
stroke times (cate) > ' Accaptance Criteria: (1) TV-1MS-105A cycled*

; open = 4.5 sec* (1) Exercise TV-1MS- fr a ;;ontrol ro m; (2)
'

' close = 4.75 sec* 1G5A/B to position reg'd Tv-1MS-1058 cyclad from

| (12/6/71 tetter from (open) u,ing switch in control roce;
4 Masoncitan to DLC) contret room (3) TV-1MS-105A cycled

[ normelty ctosed (2) TV-1MS-105A/B cpen fran SDP: (4) TV-1MS-105a*

1- stro6e times m/in ASME cycled from SDv;
' timits; not >25% increase (5) 105A open time =
i | from tast test 21.97*sec (+3.5%); 1058

I (3) TV-1MS-105A/B strokad coen time = 22.53*see*
,

from the SDP annual!y (+0.36%)
*ASME open the mam = 35

[ seconds for both vatves.
'

IST inexiem.sc stroke time
| Lisaits were calcu?ated I

j. from initial besetine I

1 test data which was
[ within the valve purchase
i' specifications. The
; current mainms used for

' '

testing are law ASME 1953,

sii _ es.p
,

'

4.6.3. i .1.a d - OST 1.47.3A (C) I 12/3/91 Derformance Date: )3 in, 600lb class , No* discussedMS to AFWP *. ,

._teontainmme isolution) Acceptance Criteria: (1) mo"-1MS-FJS stroketurbine gate.velve (8YS-374)

', rormatty open Every 92 days cycle thru 1 (1) w/in ASME open stroke opm time = 28.16 seeIsotation vtv *

stroke *!mes (BYS-374); POV-1MS-105 . .

open = 30 sec'
'

cycle fuit travet timits (42 seconos) (+0.11%);
i (2) stroke times ret (2) T cycle ec m tered,

| close = 30 see Tebte 3.6-1 increased by >25% ovec
{ mfg seat teakage = isolation times e N/A preytcus tests*

30 cce r I (3) cvete valve through 1
,

- 4.0.5 - measure complete c w te
,

stroke / time open1

1

4

4

4

e

;

4

4, . 12

5

.
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SAFE!Y . DESIGN BASIS tJTSAR CESCRIPTION/ TECNMICAL I SURVEILLANCE Ato NOTES At.D
'FUNCTTON REQLIREMENTS _ EVALUATION /GUIDAMCE SPECIFICATIObs | PLAmi MOCEDURES COMMENTS '

RittEF VALVEE4

s

TDAFWP Disch * rectanend . Wet discussed. 4.0.5: 18v7 1.60.5 Data from the corrective -I

rem setpoint=1430 set pressure test required. Acceptance Criteria: mainte w .e precedure 6ane
instatted as everpress law AsME See E! setpoint = 1455 143 psig 5/21/91: setroint tested 3 i!' 1Rv-Fw-155 e

protection if TDAFWP- consecetive tlanes to, ,

,- overspeed occurs verify repeatability and
~

securacy.
* As fcund data: (1) 1290, '

1300. 1300 psig |
g. - * As-teft dsta: (1) 1450, ;

1450, 1410 psis;
p (23 re seat teskace |

.I<

i :

I - k
!

|
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=

4
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>
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WITACilb1ENT D
|

EmenifantacJed

Duauesne Light Company:
1

* L. Arch, Principal Engineer
* T. Basich, Senior Engineer
* G. Cacciani, Senior Engineer |

* J. Forney, Principal Engineer
K. Frederick, Mechanical Engineer
F. Gardener, Mecht.nical Engineer

* K. Grada, QSU Manager
* R. Hansen, Director, General En;;ineering
* G. Kammerdeiner, Director, Materials Engineering

j
P. Kozlowski, Mechanical Engineer

* F. Lipchick, Senior Licensing Supervisor
R. Martin, Director, Nuclear and Mechanical Engineering

* C. Makowka, System Er.gineer
D. McLain, Manager, Technical Services*

* T. Noonan, General Manager, Nuclear Operations
F. Oberlitner, Supervisory EQ Engineer*

K. Ostrowski, BVPS Operations Manager, Unit 1
M. Pettigrew, Nuclear Operation Service Unit Engineer
B. Sepelak, Licensing Engineer*

J. Severryn: Mechanical Engineer,
* J. Sieber, Vice President, Nuclear Group

D. Spoerry, General Manager, Nuclear Operations Services*

* 'G. Thomas, General Manager, Corporate Nuclear Services Unit
* - N. Tonet, Manager, Nuclear Safety

J. West, Nuclear Operation Service Unit Engineer
B. Williams, Nuclear Operation Service Unit IST Coordinator

* K. Woessner, SSFE Project Maneger.

* R. Zabowski, System Engineering Administrator
B. Zini, Supervisory General Engineer -*

linited States Nuclear Regulatory ComulilliOD:

* J. Beall, Senior Resident inspector, Beaver Valley
,

* L. Bettenhausen, Chief, Operations Branch, DRS

* Attended the exit meeting on 2/7/92

.. - - ,, _ _._ _ _ -. -_ _ _ . _ ____
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DKtgents Reviewed

Design Basis DocumenJ5:

Operating Manual Chapter 16 " Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System"

UFSAR Sectic,n 6.3, " Emergency Core Cooling System" j
UFSAR Section 6.6, " Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System"
UFSAR Section 10. " Steam and Power Conversion System"

L
DBD No 16 " Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System" !

DBD No 24B, " Design Basis Document for Beaver Valley Power Station Unit No.1,
Auxiliary Feedwater System," Rev 0

Vendor Technical Manual " Primary Ventilation Filters"
Vendor Technical Manual " Centrifugal Fans"
Vendor Technical Manual - Ingersoll Rand Instructions - class HMTA & liMTB

horizontally split multi stage pumps with ball bearings

Fuel Handling Accident Evaluation liVPS Unit No.1

Beaver Valley Specification (BVS)-205, " Carbon Steel Valves - Socket Weld Ends 2
Inch and Smaller," 2/4/72

,

BVS-207, " Cast Carbon Steel Valves 2-1/2 Inch and Larger," 2/4/72
,

'

BVS-208, " Forged 3tainless Steel Valves - Socket Weld Ends 2 Inch and Smaller"
.

'

10/28/91

~

BVS-209, " Stainless Steel Valves 2-1/2 inch and Larger," 4/6/78

BVS-374, " Carbon Steel Valves - Motor Operated," 4/19/73

BVS-194, "The Air Operated Control Valve for BV-1," 12/21/71

BVS-653, " Motor Operated Control Valves," 7/22/80

BVS-li2, " Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Pumps for BVPS - Unit 1," 1/16/70

BVS 151, " River Water Pumps," 3/18/70

Certificate of Compliance containing pump performance curves for IFW-P-3A and
3B, 7/27/71

1

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Certificate of Compliance containing puinp performance curves for IFW-P 2,
,

4/26/71

Westinghouse Equipement Specification G 676241, " Manual "T" and *Y" Glove,
Manual Gate, and Self Actuated Check Valves,' Rev 1

Westinghouse Equipment Specincatica G 676257, " Auxiliary Relief Valves," Rev 1

Westinghouse Equipment Specincation G-676258, " Motor Operated Valves," Rev 2

Westinghouse Equipment Specification G 677264, "2 inch and Pelow Manual "T" and
"Y" Globe; and Self-Actuated Check Valves,"

Westinghousc Fxpipment Specification 679065, " Equipment Data Sheet for 1450 ft'
Accumulator," Rev 5

Manufacturers Standardization Society (MSS) Standard Practice SP-61, " Hydrostatic
Testing of Steel Valves," 1961 edition

,

DCP-270, installation of a Unit 2 charging pump in Unit 1
DCP-278, installation of 42 qualified solenoid valves in accordance with NRC
Bulletin 79-01
DCP-324, LHSI pump discharge relief valve setpoint change from 220 to 235 psig
DCP-355, Removal of charging pump minflow orifice throttle valves
DCP-423, Replacement of 3" discs on Type C58 Velan check valves
DCP-442, Replacement of 6" discs on Type C58 Velan check valves
DCP-469, Replacement of old design Velan check vabes with new design*

DCP-832, installation of charging pump cubicle flooding protection

^

Engineering Calculations and An;thgs:

-8700-DMS-2688 " Low Ventilation Air Flow Rates in ttie BVPS Unit l' LHS1 and
. Recirculation Spray Pump Rooms"

8700-DMC-2500 "SLCRS Flow Requirements for the Unit 1 Charging Pump Cubicles
(DBA Alignment)"

8700-DMC-2283 " Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System Adequacy"

ll700-BS-SG V-1_" Safeguards Area Ventilation"

ll700-BS-SG V-2 " Ventilation Requirements Safeguards Area"

11700-BS LC-V-1 " Leak Collection System - Flow Rates"

l17001BS-AB-V-1 " Heat Gain Calculations - Auxiliary Building Ventilation"~

|

- .
.,
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"
l
,

13387.18-11-77 " Analysis of Safeguards Area and Pipe Tunnel lica.t Gain"
i

13387.18-B 78 "A.. 's of Auxiliary fluilding Heat Gain" i

|

13387.34 M 53, " Auxiliary Feedwater Flow with Isolated Steam Generator" i

8700.24.46 (5700 DhtC-2402) " Auxiliary Feedwater System Design llasis"

:

Design Analysis No. 8700-DMC-2231, " Auxiliary Feed Pump Response Times" .

Design Analysis No. 8700-DMC-2221, "PPDWST Volume Required for Cooldown"

Design Analysis No. 87-DMC-2219, " Water Volume (PPDWST) Required for 9
Hours at Hot Standby"

!

. Administrative Procedures

lleaver Valley Unit 1 Technical Specification Procedure Matrix |,

j BVPS Inservice Testing Program for Pumps and Valves -

; Site Administrative Procedures Manual, Chapter 41, " Clearance Procedure," Rev 4

Nuclear Group Administrative Manual Proedures:

1.2.3, Corrective Action Response ;

1.2.11, Plant Labeling and Tagging Program !

1.5.4, Trending of Plant Parameters
1.7.3, Technical Speci6 cation Interpretation 1

1.8.2, inservice Testing (IST)
L 6.4, Control of Vendor Documentation

8.1, Work Activity Surveillance Program
8.2, Inservice Test Program -
8.12, Control / Coordination of Surveillance, Calibration, and Other Periodic Tasks
8.18,10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations
8.19, Control and Use of Measuring and Test Equipment
9.2, Mas *er Equipment List

'

"

Nuclear Engineering Administrative Manual Procedtges:

.1.6.5, Evaluation, Tracking, and Dispostion of Correspondence
2.7, Engineering Specifications
2.11, Handling of Vendor Technical Information
2.13, Technical Evaluation Reports

i

7.1, Corrective' Action
8.1, Work Activity Surveillance Program

3

,$~
~
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Tchnleal Services D1partment Administrative Procedures

TSAP 1.5.3, " Administrative Guidelines for Performing Tests," Rev 1
TSAP 1.5.5, " Control of Test Records," Rev 0
TSAP 3.10, lST Administrative Procedure," Rev 0 |

Syrveillance and Engineering Test Procedures:

OST 1.1.10. " Cold Shutdown Valve Exercise Test," Rev 3
OST 1.1.3,4, " Containment isolation Trip Test Cia Tnin A Train B," Rev 2
OST 1.1.5,6, " Containment isolation Trip Test CIB Trian n, Train B," Rev 0
OST 1.7.4,5,6. " Centrifugal Pump CH-P-1 A(IB,1C) Test"
OST 1.7.8, " Boric Acid Storage Tanks and RWST level, Concentration and

Temperature Verification," Rev 0
OST 1.7.il, "CHS and SIS Operability Test," Rev 2
OST 1.11.1, " Safety injection Pump Test," Rev 2
OST 1.ll.4 A, " Accumulator Check Valve Test," Rev 2
OST 1.11.6, "ECCS Flwo Path & Valve Position Checks," Rev 2
OST 1.11.10, " Boron Injection Flow Path Power-Operated Valve ;

Exercise - Modes 1-4, Rev 0 i

OST 1.11.11, " Accumulator Isolation Valves Auto Open Test," Rev 29
OST 1.11.14. " Safety injection System Full Flow Test," Rev 2
OST 1.11.16, " Leakage Testing RCS Pressure Isolation Valves," Rev 1
OST 1.11.18 " Low Head Safety injection Pump Boric Acid Flow Path Verification."

Rev 0
OST 1.11.19, " Leakage Testing Hotleg RCS Pressure Isolation

Valves," Rev 0
OST 1.11.20, " Partial Stroke of SIS Check Valves," Rev 0
OST 1.43.1, " Technical SpecificD'an Required Area and Process

Monitors Functional Test," Rev 48
OST 1.43.2, " Area and Process Monitors Channel Functional Test," Rev 44

- OST 1.16.1,2, " Supplementary leak Collection and Releas Test For Fxhaust Through
The Main Filter Bank Train A,1 Train B," Rev 0

OST 1.24.1, "SG Auxiliary Feed Pump Discharge Valves Exercise," Rev.0
OST 1.24.2, " Motor Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump Test (IFW-P-3A)," Rev 2
OST 1.24,4, " Steam Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump Test 'lFW-P-2)," Rev 2
OST 1.24.5, "SG Auxiliary Feed Pump Operability Test," Rev a0
OST 1.24.6, " Auxiliary Feed Pump Auto Start Test," Rev 57 '

,

OST 1.24.8, " Motor-Drisen Auxiliary Feed Pumps Check Valves and Flow Test,"
Rev 3

OST l.24.9, " Turbine-Driven AFW Pump (IFW-P-2) Operability Test," Rev 2
OST 1.24.10, " Auxiliary Feedwater System Monthly Verification," Rev 0
OST 1.24.11, " Auxiliary Feedwater Check Valve Exercite Verification," Rev 1
OST 1.24.13, "Overspeed Trip Test of Turbine Driven AFW Pump (lFW-P-2),"

_

Rev 0

,

i
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OST 1.24.14A, " Main Feed Containment isolation Valve (MOV-lFW-156A) Exercise )

Verification," Rev 0
j
'OST 1.36.3, " Diesel Generator No.1 Automatic Te.it," Rev 2

OST 1.36.4, " Diesel Generator No. 2 Automatic Test," Rev 2 ,

OST 1.47.3A,3B "Three Month Containment isolation and ASME Section XI Test,"
Rev 4

1BVT 01.01.0 , "Engitieered Safety Features Time Response Test," Rev i12

IBVT 01.11.03, "Si Accumulator Discharge Check Valve Full Sticke ' rest," Rev 2
IBVT 01.16.01,3, "SLCRS Filter Bank Flow Test," Rev 14,13
IBVT 01.16.02, " Fuel Building Ventilation Operation Tests," Rev 8
IBVT 01.16.04, " Main Filter Bank Air Flow Distribution Test," Rev 7

| IBVT 01.16.05, " Refueling Ventilation Balance," Rev 10
| IBVT 01.16.06,07, " Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System Filter ;

Efficiency Test," Rev 6,5
'

.

IBV'l OL47.05, " Type C Leak Test," Rev 5
IBVT 01.4'I.!!. "SI/CH Valve integrity Test"
1BVT 01.60.05, "!ST Safety and Relief Valve Tracking," Rev 7
IBVT 01.60.07, "ASME XI Check Valve Reverse Flow Test," Rev 2
IBVT 02.16.05, "SLCRS Safeguards Balance Test," Rev 2
IBVT_02.16.08, " Safeguards Pump Cubicles Ventilation Test," Rev 1
3BVT 11.60.8, "In Place Filter Monitoring," Rev 1
3BVT 11.60.11, " Air Flow Measurement Methods," Rev 0>

IMSP 24.35, "F-FW100A Aux Feedwater Flow Channel Cahbration," Rev 1

Ooerations Manual P_rocedures:

OM l.50.4, " Instructions To Heatup Primary Plant From Cold Shutdown"
OM 1,54.3,' " Reactor Operator Log"

Maintenance Procedures:

.

4.25, " Plant Instrument Calibration Program"
4.27. " Control and Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment"

DrawingE

8700-RM-411-1, " Valve Operator No. Diagram - Safety _ Injection System," Rev 4

8700-Rht-4241 and 8700-RM-424-2, " Valve Operator No. Diagram - Feedwater
System," Rev 1

8700-RM-421-1, " Valve Operator No. Diagram - Main Steam", Rev 1

-8700-RM-18A, " Flow Diagram - Feedwater," Rev 27

.
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Pacific Pumps 30.i-IM7()96, Rev 2

Ingersoll-Rand D-25-2APK86X3,8/10/79

hitinoJrandy

Engineering hiemorandurn (Ehi) No. 101354, "llaseline Data for (IFW-P-2)"
Eh! No.100187, "Auxiiiary Feedwater Pump N10P Curves"

Eh! No. 73972, " Engineering Evaluation of Auxiliary Feedwater Pump RecirculeHon
Line"

NDlh1NE:5462; froir DI.C to Westinghouse,9/4/90. BVPS Unit i AFW Flow
|

Reduction Analysis '

DLW-91-009; from Westinghouse to DLC,1/17/91. BVPS Unit 1 Reduced AFWP
Capacity Safety Evaluation Checklist

_

3
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Alindunent 1:

hhle,,pf ASbreviations and_ Acronyms

AC- Alternating Current
AFW - Auxiliary Feedwater
AFWP- Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
AFWS- Auxiliary Feed' vater System
AhtSAC - ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry
ANSI, American National Standards institute
AOV- Air Operated Valve 1

AP- Administrative Procedure
ASME- American Society of Mechanical Engineers |
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials )
ATWS- Anticipated Transient Without Scram l

BIT - Boron injection Tank
B&PV - Boiler and Pressure Vessel (Code)
BTU - British Thermal Unit !
BVPS - Ikaver Valley Power Station
BVS - Beaver Valley Specification
DVT- Beaver Valley Test
C- Centigrade
CB- Containment Building

'

cc - cubic centimeters
C/D . Cooldown
cfm - Cubic 1 cet per Minute

,

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
CIA- Containment Isolation, Phase A
CIB - Containment Isolation, Phase B
CIV - Containment Isolation Valve-

COL- Checkoff List
CR- Control Room
DBD - Design Basis Document

'

DC- Direct Current-
DCL- ' Duquesne Light Company
* an ection

j. .W - Westinghouse designator for Beaver Valley Unit 1
''

DOP - Dioetylphthalate Particles
d/p - -- differentia' pressure
E-Spec - Equipment Specification
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EDG- Emergency Diescl' Generator
EQ - Equipment Q .ali0 cation
ESF - Enginected Safety Feature

| 'F- Fahrenheit
FCV - Flow Control Valve

_ , , . _ . _ . . _ _ _ __ _ __ _- _ _ - . 2 . _. __ -.,
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FI - Flow ledicator
FPM - Feet Per Minute 4

FS A R - - Final Safety Analysis Repart
FW- Feedwater
fwd - forward .

GDC- General Design Criterion
Gl< - Generic Irtter
gpm - gallons per minute
HEPA - High Efficiency Particulate Absolute
HHSI - High Head Safety injection
HP- Horsepower
HX- Heat Exchanger
iaw - in accordance with _

I&C- Instnamentation and Control
ISI - Inservice inspection
IST - Inservice Test e

IWP- ASME Section XI Chapter on Pump Tests
IWV - ASME Section XI Chapter on Valve Tests
KW- Kilowat'.s-

La - Leakage allowable
LBLOCA - Large Break Loss at Coolant Accideat '

LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation B

LCV - Level Control Valve
LHS1- Low Head Safety Injection
LI - Level Indicator
LOOP- Loss of offsite power
m- meter
m'- cubic meters
aifg. - manufacturer

1MDAFWP - Motor Dciven Auxiliary Feedwar r Punipr

MOP- Maimum Operating Point
MOV- Maior Operated Valve
MS- Main Steam
MSS - Manufacturers Standardization Societye

MSLB - Main Steam Line Break
MW- Megawatts
M W, - Megnwalls rhetmal
MWR- Maintenance Work Request
N- Nitrogen Gas2

,

NED - Nuclear Engineering Department '

NOP- Normal Operating Pressure .

NOT- Normal Operating Temperature
NPSH - Net Positive Suction Head r,

NPSHa - Net Poshive Suction Head available
NPSHr - Net Positive Suction Head required
NRC - Fuelear Regulatory Com~.;3sion

,.
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01_- Open Item
OL-- Operating License

-

_Oh! - Operating hianual
OST - Operations Surveillance Test
PCV- Pressure Cc.itrol Valve e

PI - Pressure Indicator
PPDWST - Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank
Phi - Preventive hiaintenance
ppm - parts per million

'

PRht- Process Radiation hionitor
- psi - pounds per square inch
psia .- pounds per square m.'' ~ ,.olute

- psid - pounds per square inen differential _

psig - pcunds per square inch gauge '

P- Pressure
RC- Reactor Coolant
RCP- Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS - Reactor Coolant System
Reg.- Regulatory
rev -- reverse
Rev.- Revision' . ,

RHR- Residual Heat Removal
'

4 -RM : -Radiation Monitor
rpm - - revolutions per minute

. TD - - Resistance Temperature DetectorRo_
I . RW = - River Water

RWST - Refueling Water Storage Tank
Rx- Nuclear Reactor
SBLOCA - - Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident

~

scf - -standard cubic feet
'

Esefd ' standard cubic feet per day
scf h - smndard cubic' feet per hour

-scfm_- standard cubic feet per minute
S/D - Shutdown
SECL - _ Safety Evaluation Checklist
SG - Steam Generator'

SI ;- . Safety Injection
SLCRS - Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System
SOP- Standard Operating Procedure

'
| SOV '- Solenoid Operated Valve
SW - Service Water
T-ave - - Average reactor coolant temperature

- TCV - Temperature Control Valve
|TD - - - Turbine Driven '

1 TDAFWP- Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump -

TDH - Total Developed Head

t
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TE- Temperature Element
TS - Technical Specifications
TV - Throttle Valve
UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
USAS- -United States of America Standard
:V - -Volts
VTM- : Vendor Technical Manual
VS - Ventilation System '

W.G.- ' Water Gauge (pressure)
w/- with

Approximately equal to- =-
>- greater than
<- = less than - ~

2- greater than or equal to
s- less than or eqtial to
A. delta (change in) ,

;

-
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